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Ken Major
wonders how
many faces
you can
identify
Remember not having to socially distance?

Stay safe everybody
Mr Angry spreads himself about
John Firminger doubles his output for us
John S. attempts to out-review John H.
Jazz Junction, Soul Kitchen, Blues Rambling
And more....
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An everyday story of digital folk
Early evening. A couple in late middle age are drinking wine in their garden. Let's calls them
Bert and Louise.
Louise (alarmed): "Our friends are threatening to remove us from their Christmas card list,
kill our cat and blow up our car. What have you done to upset them this time?"
Bert (smugly): "Nothing. I just took a photograph of them on my camera phone to celebrate
the re-opening of restaurants at the end of the pandemic. They had invited me to join them."
Louise: "A cheery picture, glasses raised, smiles to the camera, great time had by all, you
mean?
Bert: "Not exactly. I didn't tell them I was taking the photo."
Louise: "Why not?"
Bert: "I can't remember now. I often take pictures of
people and it's my right, if that's what I want to do."
Louise: "At least you caught them smiling and enjoying
themselves."
Bert: "Not exactly. They were eating
their lunch and concentrating on that.
In fact, if I recall, they made Grant Woods’ painting American Gothic look
like the Chuckle Brothers."
Louise: "Thank the Lord you deleted it when you saw what you had done."
Bert: "Not exactly. I saved it on my i-phone."
Louise: "Well, at least they didn't see it. They have no dealings with
Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, Instagram, Skype, or any other social
media, using only the telephone and email to communicate. If they did
see it, I'm sure they would feel their privacy had been invaded, believing you were acting in
an underhand way, and would regard it as the height of rudeness since they had invited you
to lunch with them."
Bert: "Not exactly. I posted it on Facebook as I do with most of my photos. I made sure they
were blocked from the posting, so they couldn't see it."
Louise: "That's a relief."
Bert: "Not exactly. Their friends and relatives saw the photo and
alerted them immediately to what a miserable photo it was, realising
how upset they were likely to be. I can't understand what all the fuss
is about."
Louise: "You are a complete idiot. I am removing you from my Easter
egg list, I'm going to kill your dog, and torch your record collection.
Get out of my house."

The wine bottle falls over.
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The 100 Club blows its
own trumpet and, after
letting us know it has
missed us, musically
toots out “ HOLD THE
THIRD PAGE! ”
Hi Gang.
Great, able to finally start my column on an upbeat, cheery, optimistic note, after a year and a half
of maybe, hopefully etc.
We’re going to have a party, we certainly deserve it, don’t
we gang? Dust off your Rock’n’Roll shoes and head off to
London, Oxford Street, 100 Club, on Sunday 26th
September 2021, and don’t be late. We’re going to be
kicking off around 1700; Sweet Georgia Boys will open up
the evening celebrating the “20th Anniversary Of Tales From
The Woods”. This rockin’ boogie woogie, piano and drums
duo who are so hugely popular on the Rock’n’Roll circuit are
guaranteed to get you shaking up a storm before giving way
to veteran London based vintage rhythm & blues, Richie
Sweet Georgia Boys
Milton & Friends, who often make up the regulars in Richie’s
© Paul Harris
“Lowdown” Band. Expect too, a little skiffle, Cajun, no doubt
a song or two that tips their hats to Chas & Dave.
The Tales From The Woods Band will then be taking their place on this legendary stage to
welcome special guests Allan Bailey (who appeared on our very first show at the 100 Club back in
2007); Garry Mills, making a welcome return to a TFTW stage after several years. Tony Rivers who
has been castaway in much sunnier climes for decades will be making a rare appearance to revisit
those day of the “Castaways”.
Folks have asked many times over these last few years, when is Beryl coming
back? So many of you want to see that gal from Liverpool who, as 15-year-old,
hit the Cavern stage, taking the roof off, whilst the Beatles watched from the
wings, open mouthed.
Two perennial favourites and loyal followers of TFTW will take us into the later
evening. Graham Fenton, should anyone not already
Beryl Marsden
know the frontman of the 1980’s hitmaking rockabilly band
© Paul Harris
“Matchbox” who shared the stage with American
Country/Cajun fiddler and singer the great Doug Kershaw on the very last show
we were able to do back in June 2019.

Mike Berry
© Paul Harris

Be it performing his hits from the sixties and seventies, stripped down
rockabilly, classic Rock’n’Roll, rare tracks from the earliest days of his
recording career back in the dawn of the sixties, Mike Berry will be once again
strutting his stuff upon this evening of glorious celebration

Yep!! Ain’t that a party gang? Also, it’s the day of my birthday too, so no worries, I rarely feel
embarrassment should you feel the urge to lavish me with cards and gifts - ha ha. (He is NOT joking
guys, he means it – H) No, seriously folks, if you can help us by spreading the word, you know we
always put on a great show; tell your friends, place our flyer once it’s published on your Facebook,
websites any social media outlet of your choice. We need to keep costs down, as a lot of money
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that could have been better used paid for posters and flyers fit only for the recycling bin, courtesy
of the pandemic, resulting in postponed shows unfortunately more than once. We need your help,
and TFTW will in turn promise to keep ticket costs as low as possible. We shall be publishing further
details in the very near future regarding ticket prices, so if you want seats, please let us know. Don’t
forget too, we here at TFTW always start and finish on time, live music around 5:15, all over by
10:30, plenty of time for late and last trains. We have the best stage manager in the business to
make sure that does indeed happen, (ain’t that right Harry?)
Keep checking out our website for further details, members via round-robin email will keep you
updated. If you’re not on line, simply pick up the telephone and give me a call, all contact details
you need are at the back of the magazine.

























I rarely comment upon the opinions expressed by our loyal band of long-standing scribes; however,
I can’t say how much I entirely agree with our Blues writer Dave Parker’s words in the last issue of
Tales From The Woods magazine (issue 120) regarding his grandson who, despite thankfully
having a love of music, has no idea of its history beyond the first decade of this current century.
Names that are part of our lives and known by the public at large of a certain age, Ray Charles for
example as Dave pointed out, Little Feat, Ry Cooder and others draw a total blank.
Like Dave I grew up with my parents’ music. Mum worked at the palace of plastic palm trees, the
long-gone Tottenham Royal, and as a little whipper snapper, knee high to a grasshopper, was taken
along to see the big bands play. The family home record collection consisted of Sinatra, Nat King
Cole, and into decades that preceded, like Dave I may not have particularly liked the music of the
1920s/1930s but was certainly aware of names such as Bing Crosby, Rudy Vallee and the like.
A lot to do, no doubt, due to younger folks locking themselves away in their own little worlds
downloading music of their choice onto phones and i-pads, radio rarely listened to for any possibility
of interruption of their domains. Radio though has a great deal to answer for; we know that top 40
stations have always been with us, but the airwaves are now flooded with them. Not to mention
those dreadful wallpaper stations, those smug purveyors of assumed public taste, worst of all being
the indescribably awful London based “Smooth” Radio.
Smooth FM have a playlist that is aimed squarely at ladies at home with young children, offices,
department stores, general places of work, presumably encouraging a calming influence. If I was a
fan of conspiracy theories, I’d be convinced a far more sinister ploy is at play, I have little evidence
but I’m sure any such theorist would be surely pleased.
As some may know, I’ve been employed part time by the NHS for several years in a clerical capacity
sharing office space with a number of ladies and a few men, the aforementioned Smooth Radio
being the station of choice. The same tracks picked from various decades from the very late sixties
through to the turn of the current century, the same tracks, often in the same order every day,
despite protests loudly voiced by myself “Oh no, not this bloody record again!” Normally the ladies
titter at my outburst, even agreeing, before going into a trance like state, their eyes glaze over,
gently swaying from side to side in front of their PCs, often singing along too, to a track they must
have heard a thousand times over countless working days. Mike Rutherford’s guilt-ridden ode to his
departed father, otherwise known as “Living Years” by Mike & The
Mechanics, a perfect example. I estimate the station has played
this track every day for at least ten years. Another is Whitney
Houston’s screaming, lung bursting, hysterical crockery throwing
rampage through the Dolly Parton penned simple Country song “I
Will Always Love You”; just about everything this station plays adnauseum is to me like mental torture.

























A big thank you to Brian ‘Bunter’ Clark for helping me out for this issue. I’m awaiting a cataract
operation still, so screen time for me is restricted, hence Brian who has been supplying us with
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some fine obituaries in recent issues. The near 70-year career of the great Lloyd Price would have
been work overload for these poor old eyes at present, both on screen typing and research, so sit
back and enjoy as Brian pays tribute to one of rhythm & blues’ true greats.

Directed by Nicholas Hytner, Screenplay by Alan Bennett
Starring Nigel Hawthorne, Helen Mirren, Rupert Everett, Ian Holm, Rupert Graves, Julian Wadham
Alan Bennett returns to grace the pages of Tales From The Woods
Issue 121 for an encore; the writer and humourist weaved his creative
magic for this highly entertaining account of the long reigning
benevolent king whose time upon the throne was spasmodically
plagued by supposed mental illness. The late great Nigel Hawthorne
performed the title role to perfection; so much so, I believe Hawthorne
to be King George. All images of the king seen since leave me
convinced the real thing is an imposter, he looks so unlike the actor.
I first saw this masterpiece on the silver screen at a multiplex in central
London and when news of a DVD reached my ears, not just the film
but that interviews of Bennett and other such goodies were held within,
I was soon heading to the now long gone and very missed Tower
Records in the centre of London’s Piccadilly Circus to purchase a copy.
The film was adapted from a stage play scripted entirely by Alan
Bennett, which saw its first staging in 1991, examining the descent into
madness of King George III. Most historians are convinced the cause being the loss of America,
certainly not helped by the treachery inflicted by his sons, Prince Regent, the reviled future King
George IV and his younger brother the future King William IV who kept the throne warm for few
years before Queen Victoria came to sit upon it for some 63 years from 1837 till her death at the
birth of the last century in 1900, a span of time only recently overtaken by our present Queen
Elizabeth II.
The cause of the King’s illness is thought by many to be that he fell victim of what would be described
in modern terminology as “acute intermittent porphyria”. However, this theory has been challenged
with vigour by St George’s University in London, after a long extensive research decided that he did
indeed suffer from mental illness, or simply as Bennett touches upon in the screenplay, the pressure
of state affairs, demands expected of a king of what was then one of the most powerful nations on
earth, when he just preferred to be left alone to be simply “farmer George” to his people.
Post American independence, would eventually lead to what was known as the Regency Crisis of
1788/1789. As the increasingly enfeebled king began to lose touch with reality, Tory Prime Minster
William Pitt The Younger (Julian Wadham) triggers a constitutional crisis and the reform minded
leader of the opposition, Charles James Fox (Whigs) played by Jim Carter, renowned among us at
TFTW for being a lifelong Lonnie Donegan admirer.
Initially the King’s habits are seen as quirky and eccentric, just spoken of in hushed reverential tones
behind closed doors, obsessed by the productivity of the UK, down to the finest detail, including the
wellbeing and activities of even the most obscure royal appointments. The King’s eldest son George,
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Prince of Wales, whose unpopularity is known to all including himself, prepares his mindset for a
takeover should his father become incapacitated, going as dangerously far as siding with Fox, to
campaign for the abolition of the slave trade and repairing political damage with America,
He has an agenda for his own self advancement too in the guise of marrying his catholic mistress
Miss Fitzherbert (Caroline Harker) which would be strictly taboo under the current administration.
To further his cause to almost pantomime proportions The Prince of Wales, knowing how his father’s
behaviour becomes exacerbated in public, decides to stage a concert of the music of Handel,
inviting the great and the good throughout the kingdom. The Prince’s plan does not falter with its
evil intentions as the King acts highly inappropriately towards the lady of the bedchamber, Lady
Pembroke (Amanda Donahue), before finally physically attacking his son George.
The King’s insanity is treated using the primitive medical practices of that period, at the behest of
his son, the Prince of Wales, who appointed his own personal physician Dr Warren (Geoffrey
Palmer) whose treatment included purges and blistering. Eventually Lady Pembroke’s marginally
more sympathetic approach prevails, under the guidance of Dr Francis Willis (Ian Holm), whereupon
the King is strapped into a waistcoat when signs of insanity appear, or he resists recovery of any
kind.
Meanwhile in parliament the Whigs under Cox’s leadership are verbally attacking Pitt’s unpopular
Tory government for not considering the Prince of Wales to occupy the King’s throne whilst he
remains in a state of madness. Unfortunately for Cox and the Whigs, the plot would prove worthless
as the King showed signs of recovery.
To the surprise of his majesty’s parliament, he turns up unannounced at the Palace of Westminster
just in time for the bill of ascension to be thwarted. King George, now in a position of control over
his family, demands his eldest son drops his Catholic mistress, and the mercenary side of his power
and character appear when he dismisses all his closest staff who bore witness to his insanity
including Dr Willis. He even seems less preoccupied with the loss of America too.
The signs of insanity would forever remain, evidence of his mental condition of porphyria being
declared a disease that is both hereditary and incurable.
Nigel Hawthorne

to realise his dream of becoming a
professional actor, soon to prove his diversity,
becoming a highly sought-after character actor
for the next quarter of century, before moving
to New York in 1974. A high point was
appearing in “As You Like It” on Broadway,
before returning to London, accepting an offer
from the Royal Shakespeare Company.
America reclaimed him in the 1990s which
resulted in a Tony award for his performance
in a stage play “Shadowlands”. Although
suffering with cancer his actual cause of death
in 2001 aged 72 was a heart attack.
Rupert Everett
He performs the part of the Prince of Wales,
future King George IV. Born 1959, he came to
prominence in the English public school drama
“Another Country”. Renowned later roles
would find him in “The Chronicles Of Narnia”
(2005), “Shrek 2 & 3” (2004/2007) and an
adaption of Oscar Wilde’s “Importance Of
Being Earnest” (2002).

Hawthorne was without doubt one of the UK’s
greatest character actors.
In the eyes of Joe Public he is probably best
remembered for his portrayal of Sir Humphrey
Appleby in cult political satire of the 1980s
“Yes Minister”. Born in Coventry,1929 at just
three years old, the family moved to South
Africa. He moved to London at the age of 21,
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He plays the part of conservative prime
minister, William Pitt. Born 1958, a much in
demand actor on stage, television and film, the
Hertfordshire actor made his name for his role
on stage in “Another Country” which on screen
gave the big break to the aforementioned
Rupert Everett. Julian would later become
much in demand for productions at the Royal
Court Theatre, London.
Helen Mirren

Recipient of a golden globe award and twice
nominated for a Bafta award.
Rupert Graves

Although not mentioned in my summary of this
film, this grand dame of theatre, film and
television plays the part of King George’s long
suffering but totally devoted wife Queen
Charlotte. Born in Chiswick, London in 1945,
joining the Royal Shakespeare Company at
barely 20 in 1965, after excelling as Cleopatra
in a National Youth Theatre Production of
Antony & Cleopatra. Since those days,

Born 1963 in Weston Super Mare, Somerset,
he came to prominence in the film “Room With
A View” following on from his role as leader of
the whigs, the parliamentary opposition party
(Robert Foulks). He became a very familiar
face on television through his roles in “The
Forsythe Saga” and “Sherlock”.

Helen became the only actor ever to receive
triple crown acting awards both here in the UK
and the USA, her role as our current Queen,
Elizabeth II is known by almost all, entitled
suitably ‘The Queen’ won her a Bafta,
repeating the role in “The Audience” brought
her a Tony and Olivier award. Three Bafta TV
awards were forthcoming for her role as DCI
Jane Tennison in ‘Prime Suspect’.

Julian Wadham
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In his TFTW email of April 12th Keith Woods said that it was with a heavy heart he was announcing
the passing of Paul Harris in the early hours of that morning. Keith used some very touching words
which I can’t better and which are worth repeating here: “A long-time friend to many of us here at
TFTW, Paul Harris ace photographer and gentleman, to say he will be sadly missed will be an
understatement. Despite failing health over these last couple of years, I truly believed we would
once again see Paul, stage front, camera at the ready, steady as a rock, prepared to snap the
legendary figures as they entered from the wings. Paul it won’t be the same without you, but I’m
sure you will be there in spirit. Paul’s photos have graced the pages of TFTW since our earliest days,
attended so many of our shows, it would be far easier to count the shows he may have missed.”
But let’s go back to the beginning. Paul was born in Deal, Kent on April 26th,
1940. He grew up in the seaside town and his formative teenage years
coincided with Rock’n’Roll bursting onto the scene in the mid ’50s. Like so many
of his generation, Paul enjoyed coffee bar jukebox sessions on a Saturday
morning, the happening place in Deal being DeVito’s where he would quite often
Paul aged 8
© Paul Harris
buy records as they came off the jukebox, augmenting those he could afford to
buy new. From the start he loved those by Fats Domino who was to be his lifelong hero, always
adding Jerry Lee Lewis and Little Richard when asked for his top-three.
Fats was to be a lucky charm; Paul and his future wife Veronica had been casual friends for about
three years but on a spur of the moment first-date in the summer of 1961 at The Green Man pub in
nearby St. Margaret’s Bay Paul asked if she liked Fats Domino. Veronica replied that she did, she
knew and enjoyed his records. That promising start kicked-off a partnership that was to last nearly
60 years. Both loved jiving and were terrific dancers, indeed they won a jive contest at the
Quarterdeck Club in Deal during their courtship. Among other dates they enjoyed were those at
Canterbury Jazz Club, a twenty mile ride on Paul’s trusty motor-bike. Sunday record sessions under
the watchful eye of Veronica’s mother were also an important part of the early days of their
relationship.
Then in 1965 Paul and Veronica married in the beautiful Norman C of E
parish church in Chalfont St Giles. Veronica’s father’s work had taken the
family to live in Buckinghamshire whilst Paul’s Inland Revenue career
had seen him transfer on promotion to Norwich where they set up home
together. Just to prove that there is eccentricity in most Woodies, it was
there Paul first took a liking to the offerings of ‘The Singing Postman’
(Alan Smethurst) - a local personality who was a regular on the local
Anglia TV early-evening news programmes. Veronica recalls his first
reaction was: ‘What the hell is this’ as the songs were about as far
removed from Rock’n’Roll as you can get. However, Paul grew to enjoy Smethurst’s little ditties like
‘A Miss From Diss’ and one of his party pieces was to recite by heart lyrics of songs like that and
‘Hev Yew Gotta Loight Boy’ in the rural Norfolk accent which he learnt to imitate.
I met Paul in late 1971; he had transferred to Worthing in August 1968 to join one of the Inland
Revenue’s first computer programming teams, and I joined the team three years later. Thanks to a
Little Richard record Paul played when DJ at the team’s Christmas party it became apparent our
musical tastes overlapped. Paul was primarily Rock‘n’Roll and I was almost all blues, having been
addicted since the British R&B boom of the mid-60s. We were soon swapping cassette tapes of
each other’s collections, also magazines where I would loan Paul ‘Blues Unlimited’ and he would
loan me the likes of ‘New Kommotion’ and ‘Not Fade Away’. Our journey of mutual musical
enlightenment was spurred on in no small part by Charlie Gillett’s Radio London programme ‘Honky
Tonk’ which started in 1972 and which many Woodies will recall. We were avid listeners to the show
which was broadcast on Sundays and would often ‘compare notes’ at work on the Monday morning.
We would regularly enter the ‘who did it first’ quiz (no Google in those days) and became part of the
rota of music fans who journeyed to the studio to take phone calls. From shaky memory Ry Cooder
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was the studio guest on our first occasion and it was no easy ride; the phones going crazy much to
our surprise as we were blissfully unaware of Cooder beforehand.
Paul was always interested in photography and said it was in his genes. His maternal grandfather
had been a pioneering photographer with a studio in De Laune Street, Kennington. Therefore, when
American artists started visiting our shores in numbers in the ’70s, Paul decided it would be terrific
to combine his love of photography with that of Rock‘n’Roll. His aim was to get at least one photo
of each artist when the opportunity arose. This was a golden period and there was scarcely a
Rock‘n’Roll or blues show within travelling distance that was missed. I accompanied him on many
occasions; Paul did the driving with the one proviso being that we had to be there early so he could
grab the best front-stage spot from where he could add to what was to become a superb
photographic archive. And whereas for me once the gig was over that was it, in those early days
Paul still had hours or work in the Inland Revenue Photographic Society darkroom developing film
and printing his negatives.
There was another downside in that Paul soon realised he would need better photographic
equipment. To raise the funds he had to sell some of his prize records, including Fats Domino ‘Gold’
London 45s (ouch!). He regretted it almost immediately and over the years managed to replace
them but for much more money than he’d got for them. However, this did not deter his enthusiasm
for collecting and at the time of his passing Paul had what must be one of the best Fats Domino
collections in England - records, artefacts, and memorabilia.
Paul always said that his musical photography started
seriously with the ‘Sun Sound Show’ at London’s
Rainbow Theatre in April 1977. He was invited to the
‘Honky Tonk’ studio to photograph the artists (Charlie
Feathers, Warren Smith, Jack Scott, Buddy Knox) as
they guested on the programme and then later was in
pole position at the show itself. He recollected that
photos from the show were the first he had published,
this in ‘New Kommotion’. Highlights the following year
included Professor Longhair’s London appearance
Paul with Buddy Knox
(Paul also attended the press reception), and later that
© Paul Harris
year Paul conducted his first interview, this with Roy
Brown which was published in ‘Not Fade Away’. I was with Paul that day and our nerves were on
edge, but Brown was the perfect interviewee, proceedings helped by Paul’s meticulous preparation.
In 1979 came a real game-changer. Lesley Stanford had
been organising annual ‘Honky Tonk’ trips to the New
Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival and had publicised
these via Charlie Gillett’s programme. Paul was itching
to go because of his love of Fats Domino and his
enjoyment of so much of the city’s ’50s music that had
now been reissued. Veronica told Paul: “Go and get it out
of your system.” It was on this trip that Paul met John
Broven who takes up the story: I became aware of Paul
around the mid-1970s when he was credited as a
‘telephone boy’ on Charlie Gillett’s hugely influential
Paul with Fats Domino, Hammersmith
‘Honky Tonk’ show. In 1979, Paul and I found ourselves
Odeon, 20 April 1981 © Paul Harris
as rooming mates, with Rob Hughes and Clive
Richardson, at the Vieux Carre Motor Lodge in New Orleans on the Honky Tonk party to the Jazz
Fest. The fact that Paul adored Fats Domino and Clarence ‘Frogman’ Henry did no harm to our
future friendship. Outside the weekends, we travelled out to bayou and prairie country where it was
clear Paul and I also had a mutual interest in South Louisiana swamp-pop music as we met record
men J.D. Miller in Crowley, Floyd Soileau in Ville Platte and Eddie Shuler in Lake Charles, along
with many artists. Shuler came up with the affectionate nickname for Paul: ‘Ole Shutterbug’. John
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was researching ‘South to Louisiana’ at the time and Paul’s photos of these three much-respected
Louisiana record men appeared in John’s book when it was published in 1982.
This was the first of Paul’s six visits to New Orleans;
Veronica and I joined Paul and another group of
‘Honky Tonkers’ in 1982 for his second
unforgettable trip but then, in 1989, it was dream
come true time as Paul and Veronica turned up
unannounced at Domino’s house in the New
Orleans Ninth Ward. By pure luck Fats was home
and invited them in where they also met his wife
Rosemary who was in the middle of doing the
ironing! Paul’s final visit came in 2006 when Paul
and I saw the devastation caused by Hurricane Katrina the previous August, many will remember
Domino being rescued from the rooftop of his house in the ensuing flood.
Fats Domino’s house © Paul Harris

In 1986 and 1989 Paul broke new ground when, along
with yours truly and John Broven, we undertook
research trips to New York for Juke Blues. A special
moment on the 1986 trip came with tracking down the
hitherto elusive guitarist ‘Wild’ Jimmy Spruill. Several of
Paul’s photos from these trips will appear in Larry
Simon’s upcoming book ‘New York City Blues’, edited
by John Broven and due for publication later this year.
Very sadly Paul won’t now see the book, but it will stand
as an essential part of his legacy.
Paul with Jimmy Spruill, The Bronx,
Paul’s opportunities to have his photos published
New York, 21-05-86 © Paul Harris
increased significantly with the launch in the mid ’80s
of the specialist magazines ‘Now Dig This’, ‘Blues & Rhythm’ and ‘Juke Blues’. He was an
enthusiastic and generous contributor to all three, initially photographs but later the occasional
article and very many perceptive reviews. Paul also began to submit photos to record labels and
would sometimes enjoy seeing an example of his work on the front sleeve. If we came across such
an LP on our record-hunting trips it would miraculously move to the very front of the rack before we
left the shop.

There is not enough space to give justice to the Festivals and weekenders we attended along with
the one-off gigs. Paul’s dedication was amazing although many could be tough and time-consuming.
One such was the Blues Estafette in Utrecht in the Netherlands which was a marathon from 3 o’clock
in the afternoon to the early hours of the following morning, it would also involve navigating between
the main and small hall. It was at the 1995 Estafette that Paul said he witnessed one of the two
most emotional moments of his photographic career: ‘It was a performance by my swamp-pop
heroes Cookie and The Cupcakes, Cookie (Huey Thierry) had been out of the music business for
many years and was reunited with the Cupcakes for this magic event. Cookie walked on stage and
when he opened his mouth to sing his powerful voice boomed out and it was just like 1959. The
reception for ‘Mathilda’ was exceptional. It was an honour to be there.’
I was there too and it remains one of my great Estafette memories. However, it was also at the
Estafette that Paul ‘enjoyed’ a humorous or embarrassing moment, depending on which way you
look at it. It was in 2004 when Sonny Burgess was singing ‘Who Do You Love’. During the number
Burgess passed the microphone along those right at front-stage asking that question, most replied
with the name of their current loved one but when it came to Paul (standing in his customary spot)
he offered ‘Fats Domino’. Veronica witnessed this from the raised seating area and whilst at the
time she was not amused, (I think) she now sees the funny side of it. And in case anyone has got
this far and is wondering, Paul’s other most emotional moment involves Fats Domino (who else?)
on board the S.S. President sailing up the Mississippi during the 1982 trip to New Orleans: ‘I had
seen Fats quite a few times and he was always brilliant, but this time the performance was out of
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this world. And then it got even better at which point I felt the tears running down my face. It was
just not possible to witness such a show.’
Other festivals Paul enjoyed were the Ponderosa Stomp and the Peer Rhythm and Blues Festival
in Belgium. However, special mention must be given to the Porretta ‘Sweet Soul Music’ Festival. In
1993. John McGarvey (Seamus’s son) had stumbled across the Festival when touring Europe on a
rail-pass and recommended it. Paul’s musical tastes had widened over the years and he embraced
Southern soul as exemplified by Stax Records so in July 1994 we made our first trip to Porretta
Terme, Italy. The Festival headliners that year were William Bell, Dan Penn, Rufus Thomas, and
Mavis Staples so it was a great start. Paul loved the ambience of the town and festival and it became
a permanent fixture on his calendar, covering it for over 20 years as part of the Juke Blues team
then for Blues & Rhythm. Indeed, it was in 2018, when he had to drop out of the Porretta festival for
the first time since 1994, that it was clear Paul’s health was failing. He was enduring a debilitating
spinal condition that restricted his mobility although it was complications following a cancer related
operation that led to his passing.
Back on these shores Paul and I enjoyed the Rhythm Riot! at
Camber Sands and only stopped going when the promoters
stopped booking ‘original’ American artists. We saw some
great shows there including Lloyd Price in 2006. Our other
regular weekender was the twice-yearly Hemsby event. Boy,
just how many times did we slog it up the A12 to the Norfolk
coast? We saw some top-class acts although over time the
quality tailed off as the number of ’50s American Rock‘n’Roll
artists who could still cut it grew thinner and thinner.

Jack Scott, Hemsby 59, 7-10-17
© Paul Harris

Lloyd Price Rhythm Riot! 26-11-06
© Paul Harris

Jack Scott was one of the last who could be relied upon
to deliver a first-class show. It was at the Hemsby press
receptions that Paul and I really got to know and enjoy the
company of the core group of fans who were to be there
from the start of TFTW. Indeed, when in 2006 TFTW put on
their first major show, a celebration of skiffle at The Water
Rats, Paul was right there. Thereafter he was keen to
support all the gigs that followed and to bring his
photographic skills to the party, covering every TFTW
music occasion from the 100 Club through to the
Borderline and on to the Spice of Life.

One gig at that latter venue
which meant a lot to him was the Roddy Jackson special, Paul having
formed a transatlantic friendship with Roddy and his wife Kate. Paul’s
subsequent failing health did result in him missing a couple of TFTW 100
Club extravaganzas but he so wished by hook or by crook to be at last
April’s planned ‘Swamp Pop Show’, even more so as it would be a special
occasion to mark his 80th birthday, the date being so close, but no thanks
to Covid it wasn’t to be.
I probably haven’t done Paul justice; it is impossible to compress nearly
50 years of companionship into a piece such as this, but I hope it gives a
flavour of a great friend who will be much missed. My heartfelt
condolences are with Veronica who has helped with me with some of the
facts. Thanks also to John Broven who allowed me to borrow some of his
words. May Paul R.I.P.

Roddy Jackson, Spice of
Life, 29-09-2013
© Paul Harris

Dickie Tapp
Source: Trevor Cajiao talks to Paul Harris, ‘Now Dig This’ No. 385 (April 2015)
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Lloyd Price, who has passed away at the age of 88, was without doubt one of the all-time greats of
rhythm and blues. Born in Kenner, a suburb of New Orleans, on March 9, 1933, his mother, Beatrice,
owned the Fish 'n Fry restaurant in that area. Both Lloyd and his younger brother Leo were musically
inclined, Lloyd having trumpet and piano lessons, after which he got to sing in his church's gospel
choir and managed to play in a combo in High School.
In 1952, Art Rupe, the owner of Specialty records in Los Angeles, came to New Orleans to talentsearch, and stumbled upon Price singing his own composition, "Lawdy Miss Clawdy" and Rupe
became keen to record it. A session was swiftly organised, and a band led by Dave Bartholomew
and including Fats Domino, were recruited to accompany Price on the disc. "Clawdy" became a
smash hit, but although Price continued to record many fine sides for Specialty over the next four
years including "Where Y' At?", "Rock’n’Roll Dance" and the sequel "Forgive Me, Clawdy", none
were hits.

Lloyd Price Rhythm Riot!
26-11-06
© Paul Harris

1954 saw him drafted into the U.S. Army and he was sent to Korea; during
his period of service Little Richard arrived at Speciality and quickly became
a huge success with his first releases. Also, in 1957, Price's former
chauffeur, Larry Williams, threw his Rock’n’Roll hat into the ring with two
big hits, "Short Fat Fannie" and "Bony Moronie". Disillusioned, Price left,
forming his own label, KRC, in 1957, along with Harold Logan and Bill
Biskent. The label's first release, Lloyd's "Just Because" (also recorded by
Larry Williams) coupled with "Why", was picked up for national distribution
by ABC-Paramount, with whom Price spent the next two years, scoring a
series of hits, the biggest of which were "Stagger Lee", "Personality" and
" Where Were You On Our Wedding Day"; these songs were also well
received by Big Beat fans here in the UK. The personnel on the ABC
sessions, incidentally, were Merritt Mel Dalton, Charles McClendon and
Eddie Saunders (tenor saxes) Ted Curzon (trumpet) Clarence Johnson
(piano) John Patton (bass) and Sticks Simpkins (drums).

In 1962 Price and his business partner Harold Logan formed Double L records, signing up-andcoming talent Wilson Pickett. They also founded a club in New York City named Birdland; Logan
was sadly murdered in the office connected to the club in 1969. The previous year saw Price found
the Turntable label, for whom soulman Howard Tate recorded a number of fine sides. During the
1970s Price helped boxing promoter Don King stage bouts, notably the "Rumble In The Jungle"
contest between Muhammed Ali and George Foreman, in Kinshasa,
Zaire, in 1974; a concert starring James Brown and B.B. King was
also mooted here. Price and King incepted another record label during
this time, LPG, which issued Price's last release to trouble the chart
compilers, "What Did You Do With My Love".
Price visited the UK in December 1992, taking part in a Rock'n'Roll
revival show that also featured Jerry Lee Lewis, Duane Eddy and Little
Richard, among others. 2005 saw Price appear alongside Jerry
Butler, Gene Chandler, and Ben E. King as part of the "Four Kings Of
Rhythm And Blues" tour in the States; the following year he starred at
the Rhythm Riot weekender in Rye, Sussex (many Woodies, including
yours truly, saw and enjoyed a superb set). In 2010 he appeared in
the first season of the HBO series "Treme" and the following year
issued a hard-hitting autobiography, "Sumdumhonky". In his last
years Lloyd Price resided in Westchester County, New York, and died
from diabetes complications at a long-term care facility in New
Rochelle, on May 3, 2021. R.I.P.
Brian Clark
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FAVOURITE GIGS
Dave Berry & The Cruisers, Club 60, November 1960
At the time my mates and I were all Chuck Berry devotees (I guess we still are), he was a cult hero
and we’d got his records “Sweet Little Sixteen”, “Johnny B. Goode”, “Bye, Bye Johnny”, etc., etc. In
short, we just loved to hear his songs and of course his wonderful guitar playing.
In our craving, we’d heard that local band Dave Berry and The
Cruisers played some of Chuck’s songs in their act. Having also
chosen the name of Berry was a good indication that they might be
worth checking out. Advertised to be at the now late and lamented
Club 60 (Sheffield's first proper rock venue), we headed off to the
subterranean venue in Shalesmoor to see the band with a mixture
of curiosity and expectation.
Around 8pm Dave and his band came onstage and immediately
grabbed our attention with their opening number; Chuck’s “Reelin'
'n' Rockin’”. Something else that we’d noticed was that three of the
band (the drummer, bass-player and lead guitarist) all had peroxide
blonde hair and looked a bit like those kids in the film ‘Village Of The
Damned’! Dave himself was also pretty visual as his tall, lanky frame
prowled round the small stage with an almost menacing demeanour,
giving the songs a little more edge.
In between other songs by the likes of Carl Perkins, Jerry Lee Lewis and Gene Vincent, Dave and
Co, regaled us with more of Chuck’s masterpieces; “Thirty Days”, “Maybelline” and his instrumental
“Guitar Boogie”, all superbly performed. Needless to say, me and my pals were very impressed on
this first sighting and decided we’d check out when and where else Dave and his band were
appearing.
Our next sighting would be a week later and back at Club 60
where the place was packed again. Onstage Dave and the
band performed some of the same songs as last time, but as
they included Chuck’s songs again, we certainly had no
complaints. He actually included one or two more like
Chuck’s brilliant song about the meddlesome monkey “Jo Jo
Gunne” and his somewhat under-rated “Beautiful Delilah”.
We were in raptures as Dave and Co. delivered the songs
note-for-note like the records. Also noticeable again was the
lead guitarist, who at first we thought was a different one, but
was in fact the same one, Frank Miles (aka J.P. Nelson), and
had changed his hair from blonde to dark brown! I wondered
if maybe that was a showbiz thing, who knows? Some years later Frank told me that the peroxide
had been very uncomfortable and his hair had to be returned to his natural colour!
We soon began attending some of the band’s other gigs, the Frecheville Co-op every Wednesday
and Friday nights over at Swallownest Miners Welfare. The band would also include other cult
favourites like Buster Brown’s “Fanny Mae”, Sanford Clark’s “Son Of A Gun” and Fats Domino’s “If
You Need Me, Call My Name”. Through these weekly gigs, I actually got to know Dave and the band
and we became close friends.
Over sixty years later, I look back at those early gigs of Dave’s with great affection and the
subsequent effect they had on my life and the lasting friendship with Dave, and Cruisers Frank Miles
and Kenny Slade, whilst also remembering other band members Roy Barber and John Fleet.
John Firminger
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LAST CHANCE GLENDA
In case you missed it we are writing to let you know one
of Glenda Collins' finest new recordings for years
'Nobody's Fool' is about to be deleted. We are now down
to the last 10 copies of The CD 'Cult Themes Forever’
which it appears on. The song was written by the
legendary Ray Davies of The Kinks (but not released by
them) and was the theme for the TV show Budgie (starring
Adam Faith). 15 tracks in all feature on the album including
‘Beat Girl’ written by John Barry and many other classics
like ‘Aqua Marina’, ‘Edgar Wallace Mysteries’ and many
more and the production of many have a very Joe Meek
feel about them.
You can get one of the last copies for just £5 + P&P to the
relevant country. Just drop us a line to acquire one and we
can send you a PayPal invoice (or alternative). Then you
can complete your collection of recent Glenda releases.
As you will have noticed Glenda Collins made somewhat of a comeback
just prior to the pandemic. There were effectively 3 new releases in all.
The first really got Glenda and Joe Meek fans excited. ‘The Long Drop’
was one of the last backing tracks Joe produced but he died before
either Tony Kaye or Heinz could add a vocal. The track sat collecting
dust for years until it was brought to Cult Record producer Russell C.
Brennan's attention. As Glenda wanted to work with him again (being
her fave producer and likening him to Joe) he enlisted her to do the
vocals featuring a new lyric written by Russ based on Tony’s original.
She loved an original song ‘Numbers’ by Russell and wanted to record
it and this along with ‘The Long Drop’ was a download single and featured on a limited edition 6
track EP-CD.
FLR also managed to acquired Glenda's 6 Decca releases and
put them out on a download EP called 'In the Beginning’ plus a
remix of the track ‘Find Another Fool’ as a download single. All
7 are on a limited edition CD.
The original ‘Find Another Fool’ is more of a duet with an unknow
singer but the remix sees Glenda on her own. Again, if you
missed any of the above and want any of them, drop us a line.
PS. You may have read about a possible new album release by
Glenda called 'Second Chance'. Due to Covid this had to be
shelved and it now only 50/50 if it comes out as Glenda
encountered a few health issues as well. We are still hopeful and
if it does come out it will be something extra special and feature
some legendary ‘60s No.1 hit acts backing some of the tracks
plus exclusive material written just for her.

Future Legend Records
http://www.futurelegendrecords.com/
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Fake News – My Part in its Popularity
One of my earlier international successes in the world of fake news involved
the circus. It was July 1978, and the circus advance man for the Roberts
Brothers circus, Ken Julian, arrived two weeks before the shows to drum up
publicity for the event.
I was working for a weekly newspaper in a crowded market, always looking
for exclusives to beat the two opposition weeklies and an evening who competed on our
patch.
I had worked with Ken before, and subsequently wondered whether this was his real name,
and whether he was a white Bermudian as he claimed. No matter.
We’d had the town Mayor riding on an elephant, and a magician making the Lady Mayoress
disappear in past years.
As we pondered a new stunt, I asked: “What would happen if a contortionist got stuck,
maybe with his legs round his neck?”
Ken replied that contortionists were double jointed and could not get stuck.
I repeated: “What would happen if a contortionist got stuck?”
Ken fell in. “When would you like the contortionist to get stuck?”
We decided on the Friday night, and arranged with national newspaper photographer Peter
Case to be on hand to capture the heart-stopping disaster that would transfix the audience.
And get the Roberts Brothers circus if not on the front page, then somewhere close.
Janos The Incredible Rubber Man was 200 feet in the air up a rope in the middle of the Big
Top in Southchurch Park East, Southend on Sea when he raised the alarm. He could not
untangle himself.
Using only his hands, he shimmied to the ground, first aiders
surrounding him, tugging on his legs. They did their best to wave
away the intrusive photographer who was snapping away, ignoring
the plight of the convoluted acrobat.
Finally, still in his pretzel position, Janos was rushed to hospital,
injected with muscle relaxant, and walked away.
The story got a huge spread in the Sunday Mirror, followed up by
all the nationals on the Monday. Peter Case earned enough from
his pictures to take his family on safari. I thought up the ruse, and
earned nothing.
But the story had legs. It appeared as “The Least Successful
Contortion Act” on page 18 of Stephen Pile’s The Book of Heroic
Failures. It appeared in further similar books, with the angle that
Janos got stuck in the UK. By the time the story reached France and Germany, he was stuck
permanently, and by the time it reached Janos’ native Yugoslavia, he had died. He hurriedly
explained to his worried family he was fine, and never got stuck again.
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into almost 50 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1.
Wayne Newton’s 40-acre ranch on the corner of Pecos and Sunset roads was sold to Smoketree LLC for
$5.56m. The separate 10-acre entity including the Casa de Shenandoah museum has been sold for $4.97m to
Harsch Investment Properties. A company owned by Lacy Harber was the seller for both transactions. Newton
offered $6m to John Munson, Harber’s asset manager believing there was an agreement, but Munson sold to
unidentified parties for less than what Newton had offered. This included personal items such as a microphone
given to Newton by Frank Sinatra, a pool cue by Jackie Gleason, a violin by Jack Benny, a bow tie from Bobby
Darin, Nat King Cole’s make-up kit, an Elvis Presley handwritten note, Newton was able to take possession of his
35 Arabian horses. The dispute goes back to 1966. The museum opened in 2015 and closed in 2018. Source:
John Katsilometes, L.V Review, 11.10.2019
2.
The keyboard player for mod group the Small Faces was Ian McLagan. He joined in 1965, and in 1968
was a member of the group when they released ‘Itchycoo Park’ which became a top 20 hit. Rod Stewart replaced
Steve Marriott when he left the band in 1969, and McLagan, Stewart, Ron Wood, Ronny Lane and Kenny Jones
renamed the group as the Faces. Their 1971 LP “A Nod is Good as a Wink… to a Blind Horse” made Billboard’s
Top 10 with the hit single ‘Stay With Me’. Both groups were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall Of Fame in 2012.
When the Faces broke up McLagan became Stewart’s organist on hits such as ‘Maggie May’ and ‘You Wear it
Well.’ McLagan was born in London 12.5.45 and self-taught, he played with the Muleskinners. He lived in Los
Angeles for 16 years before moving to Austin in 1994 with his wife Kim, the ex-wife of drummer Keith Moon.
McLagan died 3.12.14 after a stroke. Source: Los Angeles Times, 6.12.2014
3.
‘Elvis Week’ starts in Europe which coincides with the anniversary of the death of Elvis on 16.8.77.
Wolfgang Hahn who visits Graceland regularly is the organiser of the event in Vienna, Austria and runs the
‘Elvis4You shop downtown, and is the lead singer in the ‘Little Memphis’ band. French fans have an event in
Fontainebleau on Aug. 25th and similarly in Bristol on Sept 6th named the United Elvis Meetup Day. Presley tunes
have topped the UK charts 20 times. The Elvis fan club is based at the Memphis Café in Milan which has 450
members, and in Germany the Fourth European Elvis Festival was held in Bad Nauheim which was Elvis’ base
when a soldier. Hahn has Gibson guitar signed by Elvis, an original Elvis tour jacket, a framed autograph and a
photo of him with Priscilla. Lisa Marie Presley sold Graceland to CKX Inc., the Elvis business brings in $40m. a
year. Source: William J. Cole, Chicago Sun-Times, 15.8.2005
4.
Touring with Brian Wilson in June, Billy Hinsche came across a signed poster of Lee Hazlewood at a club
in Sweden. Hinsche was a member of Dino, Desi and Billy, a Henderson group (TFTW Stompin’ USA revellers
may remember meeting Desi Arnaz Jnr. in Las Vegas). Hinsche tried to contact Lee but was told Lee was too ill
with cancer to return the call. Lee produced the hit ‘Not the Lovin’ Kind’ for the group and all 4 of the group’s LPs
in the 1960s. He produced and wrote hits for Nancy Sinatra including ‘Something Stupid’ as a duet with her father
Frank, and ‘These Boots are made for Walkin’ for Nancy. He produced Duane Eddy and Gram Parsons, and
performed with Nancy on her 3 “Nancy & Lee” LPs. Real name, Barton Lee Hazlewood was diagnosed with liver
cancer 2005 and his final album was ‘Cake or Death’ in 2006. He had kept a low profile for several years and died
August 2007. Source: Mike Weatherford, L.V. Review Journal, 7.8.2007
5.
Sophie Xeon a Grammy nominated Scottish Disc Jockey, producer and recording artist died following an
accident in Athens, Greece. It was confirmed that she slipped and fell from the balcony of an apartment and died
the following day, no foul play was suspected in her death. Sophie was 34 and had worked with Madonna and
Charli XCX. Source: Las Vegas-Review, 31.1.2021
6.
The mayor of London Sadiq Khan, said more statues of imperialist figures could be removed from Britain’s
streets, and that he was setting up the Commission of Diversity in the Public Realm. This is to review statues,
murals, street art, street names and other memorials, and consider which legacies should be celebrated. At
weekend protests in London, demonstrators scrawled “was a racist” on a statue of Winston Churchill, he was a
staunch defender of the British Empire and expressed racist views. Khan suggested Churchill’s statue should stay
up and told the BBC “nobody’s perfect, whether it’s Churchill, whether it’s Gandhi, whether it’s Malcolm X. But
there are some statues that are quite clear cut. Slavers are quite clear cut in my view, plantation owners are quite
clear-cut”. Boris Johnson said that it was “a cold reality” that people of colour in Britain experienced discrimination.
Source: Los Angeles Times, 10.6.2020
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7.
Georgie Shaw’s 1954 original version of “Honeycomb” was Jimmie Rodgers’ first hit in 1957. Born
18.9.1933 four months after the “Singing Brakeman” died, he started out singing in church and school groups. He
enlisted in the Air Force and served in the Korean War where in 1953 he bought a s/h guitar for $10. Later stationed
near Nashville he started performing in a night club for a nightly $10. In 1957 he performed on a talent show in
New York and signed for Roulette singing “Honeycomb”. The record went to no. 1 of the Billboard pop and R&B
charts. In 1967 he was severely beaten by an off-duty L.A. police officer and had 3 brain surgeries for a fractured
skull plus a broken arm. Jimmie sued and was awarded $200,000. He had other song hits and also appeared the
film “Back Door to Hell” a 1964 war movie. He died 18.1.2021 from a kidney disease and had been tested positive
for Covid -19. Source: Neil Genzlinger, N.Y. Times, 25.1.2021
8.
Sam Giancana was a Chicago mobster who was involved in a C.I.A, plot to assassinate Fidel Castro. He
and his partner, Ms. Phyllis McGuire were followed for several years by the F.B.I. and he was jailed for a year for
contempt. On release fled to Mexico, until arrested by the Mexican authorities in 1974 and deported to the USA.
He agreed to testify in a prosecution of organised crime in Chicago, but was killed by an unknown assailant at his
home in 1975. In 1995 a HBO movie focused on the couple with John Turturro as the mobster and Mary-Louise
Parker as Phyllis. Phyllis, born 14.2.31 was a member of the McGuire Sisters. The sisters sang in church when
Phyllis was 4 and they later won “Arthur Godfrey’s Talent Scouts.” Phyllis married in 1952. The Sisters’ many hits
were mainly rock and roll covers. Phyllis had homes in La Vegas, Park Avenue and Manhattan, she died 29.12.21.
Source: Robert D. McFadden, N.Y. Times, 2.1.2021
9.
Rhys Herbert lost an eye in prison after an attack by another inmate with a blade carved out of a tuna can. Rhys
is more familiar to Woodies and their love of good music as “Digga D” the well-known 20-year-old drill artist. Rhys was
sentenced to a year in prison for conspiracy to commit violent disorder after his music videos were presented as
evidence showing gang related violence. He must notify the police within 24 hours of releasing new music and provide
them with the lyrics. Drill “is a sub-genre of hip-hop featuring earie piano melodies layered over droning bass lines, and
lyrics portraying life in some of the most deprived neighbourhoods”. In Jan 18 luminaries Skengdo and AM were
sentenced to 9 months for listing in lyrics names of gang members who had been stabbed. Criminal Behaviour Orders
give judges wide scope to regulate a criminal’s life. Source: Ed Clowes, The New York Times, 13.1.2021
10.
The first black cartoon character was “Voodah” who appeared in what was essentially a white comic book.
However, Voodah was shown as white on the front cover and black inside. After 6 issues he became white permanently.
Ken Quattro is a comic book historian, and 20 years ago began looking for information on black cartoonist Matt Baker
who created Voodah. Quattro discovered that Baker died in 1959 aged 37 and was known for his pinup style artistry of
the 1940s and ‘50s. Quattro discovered that although there were professional black cartoon artists they were denied
publicity, and often employed by sub-contractors who stopped them having contact with the publishers. Quattro has
gathered his research of black cartoonists into a book “Invisible Men: The trailblazing Black Artists of Comic Books”.
The book includes black cartoonists such as Will Eisner, Robert Pious and Owen Middleton. Source: Liz Ohanesian,
So Co News Group, 17.1.2021
11.
Fascinating half a tabloid page about Alex Gordon, known for his B movies, and world’s biggest fan of Gene
Autry and cowboy films. Born 8.8.1922, saw his first film in 1928 and kept records showing that by 1958 he had seen
20072 films, average of 700 films p.a. His first produced film was in 1954 The Lawless Rider, and with American
International Pictures made Voodoo Woman and Flesh and the Spur. His Bounty Killer included Gilbert M. “Bronco Billy”
who appeared in the 1903 “The Great Train Robbery”. B movie cowboys who appeared in Gordon’s films included
Buster Crabbe, Johnny Mack Brown, and Dick Jones. Gordon met Gene Autry in 1939 during a British tour and formed
his fan club and published The Westerner magazine. He worked for Autry as his publicist between 1950-55. His brother
Richard became a producer of horror and sci fi films in England. Gordon died June 2003. Source: L.A. Times, 28.6.2003
12.
Roy Rogers and his 3rd wife Dale Evans owned the Double R Bar Ranch which was built in 1950 along the
Mojave River off old route 66. The property has been re-listed for sale at $1.99 million. It was priced at $3.7 million in
April 2019 and the price dropped to $2.9 million last year. The 33 plus acre ranch is on Roy Rogers Ranch Road in
Victorville, and includes 3 houses with a total of 4639 sq. ft living space, the main house having 4 bedrooms, 3
bathrooms, living and dining rooms and a kitchen. There is an Old West movie set with a saloon, a red barn complete
with banquet rooms, bathrooms and a kitchen. There is a bunkhouse near the stables and a horse training facility, big
hay barn and campground. Rogers and Evans teamed up for Westerns on cinema and TV screens with a very popular
series. They married in 1946 until Rogers died in 1998 at 86 and Evans in 2001. Source: Sandra Barrera, Calif. Press
Enterprise, 18.1.2021
13.
Bettye LaVette has a new album on Andy Kaulkin’s Anti- label “I’ve Got My Own Hell To Raise” which has been
compared to Solomon Burke’s 2001 album “Don’t Give Up On Me” for matching an experienced singer with younger
writers. Both albums were produced by Joe Henry. Ry Cooder had suggested Bettye to Kaulkin. and he signed her after
seeing her perform in the Bay Area. Anti- had previously worked with Tom Waites, and Merle Haggard. Bettye was born
Betty Haskin in Muskegon, Mich., where her family worked in factories and sold corn liquor at home. Sam Cooke and
The Swan Silvertones were customers who gave Bettye an insight into music. Her first record was “My Man – He’s a
Lovin’ Man” when she was 16 and was a top R&B hit in 1962. In the early 1970s she recorded an album at Muscle
Shoals Studios but to her regret Atlantic Records never released it. Source: Richard Cromelin, L.A. Times, 13.8.2005

Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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The sad announcement that Chris Barber had passed led me to think about the times he had
entered my world.
The first time was back on Tuesday 13th January 1959 when Aylesbury Jazz club, a weekly
Tuesday night at the Grosvenor ballroom in Aylesbury’s market square, at last secured him and his
jazz band. My best mate Derek (who after all these years is still my best mate) was a keen Barber
fan and said we must go. It became one of the most harrowing evenings I had ever spent!
Derek was, and still is, a good-looking chap and in those days was a girl magnet. It was great to be
his friend as I was a bit slow with the females and he was always saying “let’s split those two up” at
dances, I always got second choice but found they were, almost always, the nicest of the two.
This night, we hadn’t seen each other for a while as he was ‘courting strong’ with somebody I hadn’t
met. He came round to my house the night before to say he had a spot of trouble in which he needed
my help (I didn’t have a girlfriend at the time). He had a long-term German girlfriend, Maxie, who
was kitchen staff at a royal residence in London and, unfortunately, she wanted to come to see
Chris Barber. Back in Aylesbury, he wasn’t two-timing her… he was three timing her with a nurse,
Anne, and a secretary, Susan. Even more unfortunately, both wanted to see Chris Barber too!
Amazingly, he almost pulled it off. The hall held 400 legally and they said there was 750 there that
night but I think it was nearer 1000. You could take both feet off the ground and not fall!
Susan

Anne

Maxie

He claimed a dodgy stomach for his
continued disappearances and while I
looked after one, he saw another and the
third was in the pub nearby. I remember
Maxie went back by train early and by
keeping everybody in corners of the large
hall, unbelievably, they never met. He took
it all in his stride, but I nearly had a
breakdown. I don’t remember anything
about the music, I was far too occupied.
Anne, the nurse, did twig something was
going on and chucked him the following
weekend. I’m told the band was great.

Much later, December 7th, 1998, my wife and I went to ‘Skiffle, The Roots of British Rock’ at the
Albert Hall. Everybody who Skiffle had touched, and their dog, was present at this show and it
overran by miles, such that we had to leave before the end to catch the train home. As we were
leaving, in one of the foyers, behind a stall was Chris Barber talking to then newsreader, Moira
Stewart and as we passed, he called us over and we had a lovely chat which would have been
longer if we didn’t have a train to catch. He was so chatty, a really lovely man and a happy memory.
Finally, Skiffle again but not a sighting this time, in October 1957 I bought my 12th record, an EP
(only four tracks) of the Chris Barber Skiffle Group recorded 14th September 1956. I had become a
big Skiffle fan; I still am, following a love of American Folk music like The Weavers and Huddy
Leadbetter.
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I rate this EP as my joint top favourite with a 45 by Betty Smith Skiffle.
Yes, I have lots of Donegan, Vipers and Chas, McDevitt etc, and was,
myself in a skiffle group (The Sons of Fred) but this record contains
four of the best Skiffle sounds you will find anywhere. He used two
vocalists, Dickie Bishop and Johnny Duncan and their harmonies are
terrific. Add Chris, giving a double bass a tremendous ‘seeing to’, Ron
Bowden on drums plus the fine guitar and mandolin playing; if you
like skiffle, this is four great tunes, ‘Can’t You Line ‘Em’, ‘Doin’ My
Time’, ‘Where Could I Go’ and ‘Gypsy Davy’.
By way of tribute to Chris, I got the EP out and played it loud a few
times.
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New Blues Albums: There are some good Blues albums coming out these days and here are four
which I would heartily recommend.
Alafia Moon by Damon Fowler on Landslide Records: This is Fowler’s eighth album, and he is an
exceptional country Blues guitarist, slide and dobro player. There is a mix of styles on this album,
some of which are like Levon Helm and the Band which is why I like this. Musicians include TC Carr
on harmonica, Mike Kach, keyboards and members of his regular band, Chuck Riley, bass, and
Justin Headley on drums. There is also Betty Fox helping out on backing vocals and Josh Helms
on ‘background sounds’ for want of a better description. He has a ‘lived in’ voice, is a good
songwriter, and there is little not to like about this except, perhaps, the story-track ‘The Umbrella’
which is spoken. Plenty of good guitar without it being heavy makes this a good listen.
Raisin’ Cain by Chris Cain on Alligator Records: Chris’s first album, sometime in the 1980’s, ‘Late
Night City Blues’ earned WC Handy award nominations including Guitarist and Band of the Year.
This album surpasses that one.
His dad was a blues fan in Memphis and took him as a toddler to many Blues shows and he caught
the bug such that, at 8 years old he taught himself the guitar and became so good that BB King was
rumoured to say “Chris Cain? Now that boy can play the guitar”. Later he became a good bass,
clarinet, tenor sax and piano player too. Although he sticks mainly to guitar in this offering, he does
chip in with these other instruments. Some of the 12 songs are tinged with a little jazz and I think
this is due to the exceptional brass and rhythm musicians he has attracted here. I found this a very
good Blues album and expect to see his name in coming Blues awards.
New Moon Jelly Roll Freedom Rockers Vol.2 on Stony Plain Records: “When Great Artists Get
Together Amazing Things Happen” says the blurb, and it is not
wrong. This is back porch stuff of the highest calibre. Coming
to the front are, Charlie Musselwhite, harmonica and vocals,
Jimbo Mathus, guitar and vocals, Alvin Youngblood Hart,
guitar, mandolin and vocals, Jim Dickinson, piano and vocals,
Luther Dickinson, guitar and vocals (and other instruments)
and Cody Dickinson, drums and washboard and they all got
together in 2007 and recorded some roughs. Unfortunately, the
legend that was Jim Dickinson died a couple of years later but
in 2019, Stony Plain records owner Holger Peterson talked the
Dickinson boys to release the tapes which were later ‘finished’
including the addition of Chris Chew, bass and Paul Taylor on
‘tub bass’.
This one time mix of old and young talented Blues singers and musicians really works and it is
obvious to the listener that all concerned enjoyed each other’s company and loved the 11 covers
they do here.
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There is a down home Mississippi feel about this album, which helps make it
one of the best Blues albums in 2021 and last year’s Volume 1 is just as
interesting (they were both recorded at the same session).
There is a detailed booklet in both albums explaining the story of how this dream
team got together. These are a couple of wonderful new Blues albums.

Lists:

The UK Blues Federation, the British version of the American Blues Foundation, have
announced their 2021 Awards. This is a UK organisation awarding British best of Blues. Here are
the categories and winners:
Blues Artist of the year: Elles Bailey
Blues Instrumentalist of the year: Matt Long
Emerging Blues Artist of the year: When Rivers Meet
Blues Band of the year: When Rivers Meet
Acoustic Blues Artist of the year: Dom Martin
Jules Fothergill Young Blues Artist of the year: Connor Selby
Blues Based Festival or Event of the year: Great British Rock & Blues Festival, Skegness
Dave Raven UK Blues Based Broadcaster of the year: Paul Long.
Blues Album of the year: We Fly Free – When Rivers Meet
Most Inspirational Online Performance of the year: When Rivers Meet – Rock the Lockdown – Live
Streams
Most Innovative Use of Virtual Media of the year: Tuesday Night Music Club – Zoom Gigs
International Blues Artist/Band of the year: Shemekia Copeland
All these categories were voted for by members of the UK Blues Federation and you can join (and
vote in 2022) if you go to their web site and sign up.
There were two Unsung Hero Awards given by the Board of the UK Blues Federation and they
recognised two men who worked ‘tirelessly behind the scenes and out of the spotlight, promoting,
encouraging, supporting, facilitating and nurturing the Blues in the UK’. The recipients were Mark
Horsley and Nick Westgarth.
I’m sorry and a little ashamed that I know little or nothing about any of these (except Shemekia).
Although I support the UK Blues Federation, I am not a great fan of the British Blues scene. In the
coming issues I will try to give some of those above a little space in my piece which will be a learning
curve for me.

The Blues Styles: Muscle Shoals ‘The hit capital of the World’ Part 2
Rick Hall (real name Roe Erister Hall, first names which he
hated) grew up in the far north west corner of Alabama. His
mother ran off when he and his sister, Wenoka, were very
young (for the bright lights and prostitution) and this left his
dad doing a very poorly paid job in a lumber yard so he could
spend more time looking after them. They were dirt poor and
lived in a shed with earth flooring, straw for beds, no running
water or toilets; remember, this was during the period called
‘The Great Depression’. You can read more of his life in his
book, ‘The Man From Muscle Shoals – My Journey From
Shame To Fame’ from which I’ve enjoyed and used a lot of
here. He was, in this terrible lifestyle, able to enjoy most
things simple life offered and borrowed or was taught the
fiddle and the mandolin and got particularly good on both,
able to play at square dances, weddings and other local
events. When older and working for a short while in Chicago
to earn decent money, he bought a Gibson Guitar and that
featured on chart topping records later.
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Rick’s dad worked harder and harder and moved, changed jobs, and always did it for his children
so their situation gradually improved and they bought a decent Silverline Radio which helped Rick
to listen to other musicians on the many radio stations that were available. He had grown up with
basic country styles but now could hear Rhythm and Blues and early Rockabilly and Rock and Roll
and he had developed a good understanding of how music was formed and why some songs
sounded better than others and became more popular.
Rick had grown up listening to Country Gospel music (his dad sang in a Gospel quartet in church)
and the two styles of Country music, one played east of the Mississippi river, Hillbilly music whose
heroes were Hank Williams Jr, Jimmie Rodgers, Roy Acuff and many others, and the other style,
Western Swing which included Bob Wills, Hank Thompson, and others. Rick loved this latter style
which he could play well on his fiddle. When he was conscripted to the army, his new friends there
liked more popular styles, and this helped Rick to become a more rounded musician.
After the Army he joined a group called ‘The Country Pals’ (working daytime in an Aluminium plant)
and the group earned a regular radio spot on WERH at Hamilton which was heard in six counties in
North West Alabama. This six day a week broadcast and several dances a week caused the band
to become full time and this is how Rick met many other musicians and learned about savvy things
like recording, publishing, song-writing. salesmanship and, generally, the business.
He was looking for something better in music when he met Terry Thompson, a terrific guitar player
and songwriter, and Billy Sherrill, a pianist, saxophonist, songwriter (and later a record producer for
big country artists). He began song writing with them and he and Billy set up a little room in the
corner of the bus station in Florence to sing and play demos to publish and sell. Rick and Terry’s
first song ‘Sweet and Innocent’ was largely forgotten until, much later, Chet Atkins at RCA in
Nashville picked it up for Roy Orbison.
This started his music publishing business full time and when Tom Stafford from Florence saw a
cutting of the two songwriters with the Orbison record, he said he wished to join the publishing and
recording business with them and he wanted to be a silent party. He would pay for whatever was
needed. He was the manager of several diverse businesses in the Muscle Shoals area and got
them some rooms over his father’s drug store. Tom was a withered, slightly disfigured character but
was also a magnet to young musicians. So, having a third of the company each, they set about
cleaning and soundproofing the rooms for demos and Rick would be the song plugger for their
published songs. They decided the company should be called ‘Florence Alabama Music
Enterprises’, and it was a little later when they noticed it spelled FAME.
With no money coming in yet, Rick and Terry formed a Rock’n’Roll band
with Terry on guitar and Rick on a newly bought electric bass, they
called in Billy Sherrill on sax and piano. They persuaded Charles Senn,
a great local singer to front and Randy Allen on drums. They called
themselves The Fairlanes. Because this was more of a Rock'n'Roll
covers band, the money was good and the crowds bigger than that of
the Country Pals. When singer Senn was not available, songwriter Dan
Penn stepped in and sometimes Spooner Oldham, another songwriter,
on piano. With all this song writing talent, the Fairlanes took the song ‘If
The World Don’t End Tomorrow’ to the new studio in Nashville owned by Florence native Sam
Phillips and it became their first single (on Argo Records) and a chart hit.
At FAME, Rick became the driving force as the other two were not prepared to work so hard for
success. Rick took the demos to Chet Atkins (RCA), Owen Bradley (Decca) or Shelby Singleton
(Mercury) in Nashville and suffered the many refusals; however some got through. He recorded and
produced the demos, kept the ‘studio’ tidy and sometimes after a long day, slept there.
Amazingly, and behind Rick’s back, Tom and Billy formed a new company, Spar Music. They
wanted the studio, and all the equipment and Rick could have the publishing company and the
FAME name. They just didn’t want to work so hard.
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The signed-up writers could decide themselves who they went with and Dan Penn and Terry
Thompson stayed with Rick. Rick was effectively fired.
Continued next issue…

What was my last Blues CD? ’Eight Gigs a Week – The Steve Winwood Years’ by The
Spencer Davis Group
This is part of my ‘replace my sold vinyls’. I had the first two
albums by Spencer Davis (‘Their First Album’ and ‘The
Second Album’ both bought in 1965/6) and played them
almost to death, and I found this two CD set of 51 tracks which
cover those LPs and more. Steve Winwood was only 17
during the recording of the first LP and what a young talent he
was. All their early hits and recordings are here, and their
Blues influences are obvious with their great covers of
‘Dimples’, ‘My Babe’, ‘Kansas City’, ‘Georgia On My Mind’ and
even ‘Nobody Knows You When You’re Down And Out’. Great
stuff for a British group.
Their hits here include ‘I Can’t Stand It’ (mentioned below) and
my favourite ‘Strong Love’ which my group in Germany nearly
recorded themselves as a cover.

What’s on my iPod? ‘I Can’t Stand It’ by The Phantom Blues Band.
I like this tune, written by Smokey (sometimes Steve, sometimes
James) McAllister and I couldn’t find much about him, but the song
was first sung by the two Soul Sisters who got it into the top 50 in
Billboard. The wonderful voice of Steve Winwood, then
vocalist/keyboard with The Spencer Davis Group, quickly picked it
up the same year, 1964, just getting it into the British charts.
Unfortunately, I always thought their version was a slightly ‘tinny’
recording but Winwood’s vocal on the song is tremendous. Other
recordings in my collection include Eric Clapton and Cliff Bennett
and the Rebel Rousers who take it quicker than the rest and is, for
me, the best and a beefy version. There are many other versions.
The Phantom Blues Band take it at its original pace, piano led with
a good fat band backing and is probably the best sounding recording of all of them and taken from
their excellent 2011 album ‘Inside Out’.
Dave Parker

COUNTRY ROUND-UP
You haven’t really lived till you’ve had the delight of a hillbilly yodelling in your ear-hole. This can be
experienced by donning a set of headphones or earphones and playing a recording of ‘The Singing
Brakeman’ Jimmie Rodgers, Slim Whitman, or maybe LeAnn Rimes. Very much a traditional
Country Music singer, she has been compared with Patsy Cline whose songs she has sung. I have
watched a video on YouTube of her before a sophisticated audience, dressed very smartly, singing
‘I Fall To Pieces’, but at the other extreme there’s another YouTube video clip of her in what appears
to be an open-air venue yodelling away with a rendition of the song Patsy Montana (real name Ruby
Blevins) wrote in 1934 and recorded the following year, ‘I Want To Be A Cowboy’s Sweetheart’.
With this song Montana became the first female artist to sell over a million copies. Rimes, born in
1982, rose to stardom aged 13 with the 1958 Bill Mack song ‘Blue’. She records with Curb Records.
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Also on Curb is Mo Pitney who has three great
videos on YouTube recorded with a full backing of
steel guitar, backing singers and fiddles. ‘Borrowed
Angel’, a tribute to Ray Price ‘Don’t You Ever Get
Tired of Hurting Me?’ and a Merle Haggard tribute
‘The Farmer’s Daughter’. Although Pitney, born in
1993, seems far too young in this video to have
raised a daughter about to get married (though
very young marriages were common in the
Southern states), he does a great rendition of this
song. There is also a YouTube acoustic version of
him singing this song in Larry’s Country Diner with just his guitar. Also, other videos of him and his
sister Holly singing a duet in the same diner. I recommend all of these YouTube videos, as Mo is a
great traditional-style Country singer. He has not had much chart success as traditional Country is
not the in-thing in Nashville at this time, but he just managed to scrape into the Top 40 Country
charts in 2014 with a song just called ‘Country’. There is also a YouTube video of Mo singing the
George Jones song ‘Who’s Gonna Fill Their Shoes?’ again with full vocal and instrumental backing
at the Opryland venue, in which even Jerry Lee gets a mention. ‘Walk Thru This World With Me’ is
another George Jones tribute song sung acoustically on YouTube by Mo in Larry’s Country Diner.
So-called New Country, which many of us feel is far too pop sounding, is put down in ‘Murder On
Music Row’, a 1999 lament of the decline of traditional Country Music written by Larry Cordie and
Larry Shell, and recorded by Cordie. It has a YouTube version by George Strait and Alan Jackson,
two more traditional Country artists. The song tells about how Nashville tried to kill off traditional
Country Music as they thought nobody wanted to hear those old drinking and cheating songs. In
the search for world-wide fame they dispensed with steel guitars and fiddles for a pure pop sound
which, in my view, bears little resemblance to Country Music. The song tells how singers like Hank
Williams Sr, Merle Haggard and George Jones have no chance of radio airplay in the age of New
Country.
After their divorce George Jones and Tammy Wynette got
together to record again. There’s a moving YouTube video
‘Golden Ring’ with them singing together about their divorce,
a sequel to another rather sickly video ‘The Ceremony’ where
they are getting married. George Jones in Orlando, Florida
captured on YouTube, sings his song ‘No Show Jones’
(referring to his many missed performances) in which he
sings ‘Tammy had some excuse, she divorced George
Jones’. The last duet album by the pair released in 1995 is
‘One’, and though it had some poor reviews it is a favorite of
mine. Songs are the great title track plus: ‘It’s An Old Love Thing’, ‘Whatever Happened to Us?’,
‘Will You Travel Down This Road With Me?’, ‘An Old Love Turned Memory’, ‘If God Met You’ with
George making very non-pc comments and Tammy singing ‘if God met you she wouldn’t like you’.
‘Just Look What We’ve Started Again’, ‘Solid As A Rock’ (rather ironic in view of their marriage
break-up. It contains the lines ‘Our love is solid as a rock, like The Moon and stars, we built our love
to last like Henry Ford built cars, not one that falls apart after once around the block, our love is solid
as a rock.’) ‘They’re Playing Our Song’ (about the ‘new kids on the block’, presumably not referring
to the New Country brigade), and ‘All I Have To Offer You Is Me’. I like all these tracks by the King
and Queen of Country Music.
YouTube is now my main source of Country Music recordings and one you should catch is Sammy
Kershaw’s version of ‘Third Rate Romance’. The video has a hooker fleecing her middle-aged client
with help from her boyfriend. Kershaw is related to Doug Kershaw who performed at the TFTW show
at the 100 Club.
Tony Papard
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Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
SUNDAY, APRIL 11, 2021
Quinton Claunch RIP
Sad to hear of the passing of the great Quinton Claunch at
the age of 99. Quinton grew up in Muscle Shoals where he
joined a country band and he went on to help form both the
Sun and Hi labels in Memphis. His own Goldwax label
recorded some of the greatest southern soul of the 1960s,
including James Carr, Spencer Wiggins and the Ovations.
When Goldwax closed down in 1969 he concentrated on
his hardware business, but went on to record two more
albums with James Carr and set up his own Soultrax label,
working well into his nineties. I had the great pleasure of
interviewing him at his home in 2014. Here's the interview.
James Carr is often described as the greatest ever soul singer. Sadly James is dead and gone, but
Quinton Claunch, the man who discovered him, wrote many of his songs and produced his classic
recordings for his Goldwax label, is still very much with us.
Now approaching his 93rd birthday Quinton still lives in the same house on the outskirts of Memphis
that he moved in to 53 years ago. I had the pleasure of visiting him there while I was in town recently
and asking him about his long and varied life in the music business. This was the man, remember,
who worked with Sam Phillips at Sun in the early days, set up Hi Records, which went on later to
nurture the likes of Al Green and Ann Peebles, and founded Goldwax, which many people regard
as the label that represents the pinnacle of sixties southern soul. All this time he was making a living
working for a hardware company travelling around the south and regarded music as something to
do in his spare time, but even today he is involved with music and is looking for a major label to
distribute a blues and soul CD he has produced on his current Soultrax label by an artist called
Alonzo Pennington.
Quinton’s story begins in Muscle Shoals in the mid-1940s where he joined a country band called
the Blue Seal Pals (named after a locally produced flour). They were big names on radio and
appeared at the Grand Ole Opry but didn’t make a record and after a couple of years he and fellow
band member Bill Cantrell decided to move to Memphis, where his friend Sam Phillips had set up
Sun Records.
“I worked in pre-production and played guitar on a lot of sessions, including Carl Perkins and Charlie
Feathers. Also the Miller Sisters, who should have been big” he recalled. “Also tried my hand at
songwriting . I wrote ‘Sure To Fall In Love With You’ for Carl Perkins – worst song I ever wrote. But
I found that the Beatles recorded it at the BBC so I got some royalties – they paid a few utility bills.”
While at Sun, Quinton got friendly with Elvis Presley and travelled with him to some live
performances, including one at Helena, Arkansas. “I tape recorded a 30-minute show and it was a
good tape, but I didn’t look after it like I should and it got lost along the way. Elvis was a super nice
guy, and the girls loved him of course.”
He very nearly had one of his songs recorded by Elvis. “I made a demo of a song I had written which
Elvis heard at Sun. He called my house and told my wife to get me to call round to his mansion.
When I got there he said ‘I’m gonna cut your song’ and I replied ‘Have you got a soft place for me
to fall!’ But this was just before Elvis joined the army and the song got lost in the shuffle.” The song,
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‘The Voice Of A Fool’, has now seen the light of day at last and is included on Alonzo Pennington’s
Born With Nothin’ CD.
Quinton’s first songwriting success was a song called ‘Daydreamin’, recorded at Meteor in Memphis
by Bud Duckelman, which became a regional hit for Jimmy Newman and was also recorded by
Wanda Jackson. He wanted Sam to record it at Sun, but he preferred to keep Quinton on preproduction work. He left Sun soon after and hints at problems with receiving royalties, which he said
also led to other singers such as Carl Perkins and Johnny Cash moving on, although Quinton said
that he got all his songs back in the end. Of Jerry Lee Lewis, Quinton said “He was alright, but an
odd character. Crazy.” He doesn’t see anything of Jerry Lee these days.
After Sun, Quinton, together with his old friend Bill Cantrell, Ray Harris and Joe Cuoghi, who owned
Poplar Tunes in Memphis, set up Hi Records. They had big hopes with a record by Carl McVoy
(‘You Are My Sunshine’), a cousin of Jerry Lee, which was cut in Nashville and attracted interest in
Philadelphia. But it wasn’t a hit and Quinton decided to leave Hi and concentrate on his hardware
business. By the time Bill Black’s Combo gave Hi its first major hit with Smokie, Quinton was no
longer a partner. “With a wife and two sons I couldn’t gamble on the music business” he recalled.
Despite these concerns he stayed connected to the local music scene and he ran into Doc Russell
at a Charlie Feathers recording session. Russell wanted to start a record label and Quinton put up
$600 and came up with the name Goldwax. They cut a record (‘Darling’ by the Lyrics) and got a
distribution arrangement with Bell, but it wasn’t a hit. Quinton was unimpressed by Doc Russell. “He
didn’t know a pair of shoes from a bass fiddle, plus he was a borderline alcoholic” he said.
Goldwax really took off when the doorbell rang at
Quinton’s house at midnight one night and he found
three guys standing there – O V Wright, James Carr and
Roosevelt Jamison. OV and James had been members
of the gospel group The Harmony Echoes and
Roosevelt was keen to record them. He had just the
song for O V with ‘That’s How Strong My Love Is’. “I
made up my mind as soon as I heard their voices”
Quinton said. “Roosevelt had written some good songs
and we recorded ‘That’s How Strong My Love Is’.” O V
Wright’s Goldwax career was cut short when Don
Robey claimed he had a prior contract with his Duke record label, but James Carr (pictured at
Blackheath in 1996) was to prove a fantastic find.
Quinton went on to write many of his biggest hits, including ‘Love Attack’ and ‘I’m A Fool For You’,
and recorded two albums with him at Sun. But James had his problems. “He had some kind of
mental problem. I took him to the doctor every two weeks for his shots and he thought the world of
me. He couldn’t hardly write his name but he could memorise words and get the phrasing just right.
James was very intense. I took him to New York where he was booked for three nights but on the
first night he couldn’t hardly talk and I had to cancel the other two nights.”
Other successes at Goldwax included the Ovations, whose first record ‘It’s Wonderful To Be In
Love’, sounded uncannily like Sam Cooke, who had recently died. “I knew it wouldn’t hurt sales
people thinking it was Sam Cooke,” Quinton admitted. A third success was Spencer Wiggins, (still
sounding great today, as two appearances at the Porretta Soul Festival confirm). Many of the
Goldwax hits for Spencer and the Ovations, as well as James Carr, were written by Quinton,
although Dan Penn’s masterpieces, such as James’s ‘Dark End Of the Street’, co-written with Chips
Moman, also made a strong showing.
Quinton closed Goldwax in 1969, partly because he and Doc Russell were not getting on well, and
he returned to the hardware business. But Goldwax was to reappear in the early nineties when a
businessman named Elliott Clark revived the name and Quinton briefly became president of the
new company. Two further James Carr albums were recorded – Take Me To The Limit and Soul
Survivor – both produced by Quinton, cementing James’s reputation as one of the all-time greats.
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“Despite his mental problems James never lost his voice and I recorded him at a little studio down
in Mississippi which looked like an outhouse.” Quinton has a low opinion of Elliott Clark, however.
“He was as bogus as a three-dollar bill. He tried to use me and he was just a crook.”
Now living with his son Steve, who is planning a biography of his illustrious
dad, Quinton clearly misses his wife of 69 years who died last year. He still
has a record label, Soultrax, and has made records with Al Green
(‘Precious Lord’) and Toni Green. He has also worked with a blues singer
named Joe Thomas and with Johnny Nash in Nashville (although that last
venture looks like it won’t see the light of day). He is particularly enthused
by his latest discovery Alonzo Pennington (pictured), from Kentucky, and
is looking for a major distributor to release ‘Born With Nothin’, recorded at
Wishbone Studio in Muscle Shoals. He is hoping to hear back from Ace
soon! One more success for this great music man as he approaches his
93rd birthday would be quite something!
TUESDAY, APRIL 27, 2021
Cassettes to make a comeback?
There was a report on TV today saying that cassette tapes
are coming back into fashion. Apparently, sales have
doubled in the last year. I would imagine that this is from a
very low base, but if true it would be quite a surprise. The
golden age of the cassette was in the pre-CD age when it
was a great way of recording from radio shows. I spent
many an hour recording records played by the likes of
Stuart Colman on Radio London. He, and others such as
Charlie Gillett, gave me the chance to hear - and record many soul and blues records that would have been
unavailable otherwise. Occasionally I bought pre-recorded
cassettes, but I have always preferred vinyl records so
cassettes were very much for the chance recording from the
radio. Of the pre-recorded cassettes that I own, the only one
that intrigues me is one by Barbara George which she was
selling at a gig in New Orleans in the early nineties and
which appears to be pretty obscure. Photos show both
sides of the cassette. Incidentally, when I went on a tour of
the Malaco recording studio in Jackson, Ms, a few years
ago they were still producing cassettes, mostly for the
gospel market.
Now that car boot sales have resumed and charity shops have
reopened I have started scouring them for records once again.
I picked up a collection of mostly West African LPs and singles
from the sixties and seventies at the weekend featuring
Highlife music. I'm not an expert on this genre but there are
some interesting records there and it
seems that there is considerable
demand, if interest in the ones I've put
on eBay is anything to go by. Acts such
as Ebo Taylor, the Powerful Believers,
EK's Professional Band and Bob
Pinodo are unfamiliar to me but they are clearly well known in the Ghanaian
and Nigerian community. I've included a few photos, including one of a single
of a 45 on the UK Afriktone label which I haven't heard of before.
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Other finds since the end of lockdown include a bunch of US demos by various other people who I
haven't heard of, including Wadsworth Mansion, the City Boys, Abraham's Children and Carl
Graves. These are about as obscure as you can get, with Shazam failing to recognise many of
them, but interesting nonetheless. In the absence of live gigs and festivals these vinyl delights are
a pretty good substitute. But I can't wait to get back into a sweaty club with proper live music once
again.
THURSDAY, MAY 20, 2021
Original soul LPs part 1
In view of the lack of live gigs or trips to festivals etc to report, I thought I would feature some of the
LPs that I have taking up space at home. I've never counted how many records I have but they run
into many thousands of LPs and 45s plus a relatively few 78s. I store my LPs according to genre so
here is the first part of the section I call Southern Soul, comprising (mostly) ‘60s and ‘70s soul
records recorded in and around Memphis. The first selection includes records by Arthur Alexander,
Rance Allen, Darrell Banks, J J Barnes & Steve Mancha, Archie Bell and the Drells and Solomon
Burke. No reissues or later compilations are included.

The next batch includes LPs by Bill Black's Combo, J Blackfoot and Booker T and the MGs.
Picture three has LPs by Booker T and the MGs and the Box Tops.

Fourth and final selection this time features LPs by Shirley Brown, Don Bryant, Solomon Burke and
James Carr. More to follow. (Last time I checked he was up to part 10 – H)
Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles
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JAZZ JUNCTION
Jazz Journal Lives On
It was in the December 2018 issue of Jazz Journal that the editor,
Mark Gilbert, announced that it would be the last print edition of the
magazine. He went on to explain that production had become
impractical, citing pragmatic and personal reasons as the cause.
The news was as sudden as it was shocking to those of us who
love the physical connection with aesthetically superior paper-based reading.
It was also disappointing, as at the time of Mark Gilbert taking over running the magazine in 2009,
with the internationally renowned magazine being seen by some as somewhat outdated in its jazz
focus, the new editor had presided over a more open coverage of the jazz continuum. The future
seemed assured, until December 2018, that is.
But perhaps all was not lost, as the editor added that the new website (jazzjournal.co.uk) would aim
to continue the tradition of the print edition and as far as possible develop over time a searchable
archive section holding material from the last seventy years of the publication. This online presence
would also, in time, be behind a paywall.
So how does it compare with the print version? I took a look at the
month of April 2021 and set it against the December 2018 magazine,
admittedly a rough guide during a pandemic.
Album reviews was always the magazine’s strong suit, so sixty-two in
current times stands up well with December’s seventy-five, given that
twenty-seven of those were ‘in brief’, and allowing for fewer recordings
resulting from lockdown. In addition, instead of having to buy the
annual index, there is a search facility that (by inserting an artist’s
name) will return album reviews and any other articles with possible
‘hits’.
Book reviews and news items numbered the same in both months, the
latter benefitting from the capability of being announced
contemporaneously. Features were up in April 2021, aided by a threepart article on Clifford Brown.
However, the number of columns saw a marked reduction. They have always tended to the
irregular, but invariably worth reading with likes of Steve Voce, Brian Morton and Dave Gelly on
hand, but only two for the year so far is starvation level.
Meanwhile, the number of letters (or emails) dried up altogether. There
were none in April and only two in March, both written by writers for the
magazine, whereas there were eleven in December, one of which
bemoaned the loss of columnist Simon Spillett, who had said goodbye in
July, only for the letter writer’s wish to be granted by the end of the very
same issue. But the return was short-lived, with not a word seen online at all; a great shame as
Simon Spillett brought the perspective of a working musician to his contributions.
The number of reviews or articles uploaded from the archive varies each month. They are mostly
taken from the same month, decades ago in round numbers: e.g. 30, 40, 50 or 60. years. The ad
hoc nature makes for interesting coffee-table reading.
I stutter to the conclusion, if grudgingly so, that, at £3 a month, the online subscription is just about
justified.
Dave Carroll
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SOUL KITCHEN
THE HOME OF REAL SOUL

LOST SOULS
JESSIE SMITH
Jessie Smith was an R&B vocalist, a member of the Ike & Tina Turner
Revue, and an original Ikette.
She was born in 1941 in St Louis, Missouri. At a young age the family
moved to Monroe. Her early musical experiences were as a member of
various choirs, where she would be the one to sing the Gospel solos. As
a teenager she was part of the Monroe-Ettes female gospel group.
Smith began her professional career in St Louis, singing with bandleader
Benny Sharp’s Zorros Of Rhythm. Her first single release in 1961, was
under the name of Little Miss Jessie, backed by Sharpe and his band with
‘My Baby Has Gone’ b/w ‘St Louis Sunset Twist’ on Mel-O Records.
In 1962 Smith, along with two other members, left Sharp to join the Ike &
Tina Turner Review. Whilst with Ike Turner, Smith, along with Robbie
Montgomery and Venetia Fields, formed the first official incarnation of the Ikettes.
The girls toured extensively with the Ike Turner revue, and as a solo trio. The Ikettes charted in 1962
with ‘I’m Blue (The Gong Gong Song)’ (R&B 3) (Pop 19), in 1965 with ‘Peaches ‘N’ Cream’ (R&B
28) (Pop 36) and ‘I’m So Thankful’ (R&B 12) (Pop 74). Later that year the Ikettes disbanded.
Fields and Montgomery formed the Mirettes, while Jessie continued to record as a backing vocalist,
eventually returning to Monroe and her gospel roots. She died 4th February 2021, aged 80.
MARGIE EVANS
Margie Evans, her stage name, was an accomplished blues/gospel
singer, who achieved a career spanning way over half a century.
Marjorie Ann Johnson was born on 17th July 1939 in Shreveport,
Louisiana. Like so many other artists at an early age she had
exposure to gospel.
In 1958 she moved to Los Angeles. Evans initially sang as a backing
vocalist with Billy Ward’s band until 1964, when she hooked up with
the Ron Marshall orchestra, whom she stayed with until 1969. She
than successfully auditioned to join The Johnny Otis assembly, whom
she stayed with until 1972.
In 1973 Evans ventured onto a solo career, with a couple of releases on Yambo Records, ‘Twenty
Nine Ways’ and ‘When I Make Love’, which achieved moderate success. A change of labels to
United Artists sees Evans finally making the R&B charts (55) with ‘Good Feeling’. It was another
four years before she found the R&B charts again (47) with, ‘Good Thing Queen, Part 1’ on Al Bell’s
newly founded record label ICA. ‘Good Thing Queen’ was a female answer disc to Frank Lucas’s
all night grinding ditty, ‘Good Thing Man’.
She never made the charts again, but over the next four decades, she continued to record. She was
a major performer at various blues/soul festivals, not only in the USA but across the world. She
collaborated with major artists from the blues and soul world, including Bobby Bland, whom she cowrote with, notably the hit, the marvellous ‘As Soon As The Weather Breaks’.
Evans was granted the Keeping the Blues Alive Award by the Blues Foundation. She was also very
much to the forefront in rights activist campaigning. She died 19th March 2021, aged 81.
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LLOYD PRICE
Sadly we say goodbye to another true legend with the death
of Mr Personality, Lloyd Price, who had a long career
spanning Rock’n’Roll, R&B, Soul and beyond.
He was born 9th March 1933 in Kenner, a suburb of New
Orleans, Louisiana. As a boy his instruments of choice were
the trumpet and piano. He sang in various church choirs, and
in high school he formed a combo called the Blueboys. At
the age of seventeen he auditioned for Art Rupe’s Specialty
records with, ‘Lawdy Miss Clawdy’, a song he contrived from
a local radio station, a phrase they used all the time, and from a singing commercial.
In 1952, along with the Fats Domino band he recorded the seminal New Orleans rocker, ‘Lawdy
Miss Clawdy’, which is now regarded as a Rock’n’Roll Standard. Price achieved a number one on
the R&B charts with it, where it stayed for seven weeks, and was the biggest R&B hit of that year.
The follow up ‘Oooh Oooh Oooh’, was also a giant hit (R&B 4).
He was drafted into the army from 1953-56. When he returned to civilian life Price formed his own
record company, KRC Records, where he cut the ponderous bluesy ballad ‘Just Because’, then
sold the track to ABC.
In 1957 he did signed to ABC records, which was the beginning of
his most successful chart period, on both the R&B and US Pop
charts, including the anthems, which have now become classics from
that period, ‘Just Because’, ‘Stagger Lee’ (which is an explicit tale of
gambling, and murder etc), ‘Where Were You (On Our Wedding
Day)?, and the captivating million selling ‘Personality’.
By the end of the fifties, he was a huge star, and a top performer with
a style all his own, although his music had become more mainstream
pop, than the raw R&B of a few years earlier. In between 1952 and
1976 he made twenty-three appearances on the R&B Charts, many
of which achieved US Pop chart placings. Price made the UK top ten
twice in 1959 with ‘Stagger
Lee’ (7) and ‘Personality’ (9).
Price also had releases on
ABC, Jad, Turntable GSF,
LPG, and his own Double-L
imprint.
A Soulboy favourite is his 1971 brilliant soul outing, which is
Lloyd’s take on this much recorded soul classic, a superb
ballad on the Scepter imprint, ‘Mr & Mrs Untrue’.
His career in music continued sporadically. In his later
performing years he was still in great demand for Rock’n’Roll
revival shows etc.
I only saw him live once. That was at the Rhythm Riot! in
November 2006. Who could ever forget his memorable
performance, all his classic recordings and more. On this
occasion his musical director was none other than one of the
great soulsters, Al Johnson.
In Kenner he has own Avenue named after him. Lloyd Price
Avenue. The city also celebrates an annual Lloyd Price Day.
In 1998 he was elected to Cleveland’s Rock’n’Roll hall of fame. He had declining health issues over
the past five years or so. He died 3rd May 2021, aged 88.
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Flashback
Pure nostalgia from the world-famous former offshore radio station
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Every generation produces its crooners, from Bing Crosby in the
thirties to Engelbert Humperdinck in the seventies. For many,
the top crooner of the late fifties and early sixties was Bobby
Vinton, and this 52-track double CD shows why the Mums and
Dads of the Rock’n’Roll era eschewed the Big Beat in favour of
Roses Are Red.
There was more to Polish-American Bobby than simply singing
and grinning. He was a talented musician, bandleader and
composer, and this cross-label collection celebrates much of the
Great American Songbook as album tracks are included in the
topsides and flips of all his singles between 1958 and 1962.
Of particular note for our purposes is an album entitled “Plays
for His Li’l Darlings” which saw him flirting with Rock’n’Roll, but
his versions of Fats Domino’s My Girl Josephine, Hoagy Carmichael’s Georgia On My Mind or Joe
Turner’s Corrine Corrina will not bother the originators.
Paul Watts’ detailed sleeve notes add to a package which will please its target market.
John Howard

Bobby Day may be best remembered for the originals of Rockin’
Robin, Little Bitty Pretty One and Over and Over, but there was
much more to this fabulously talented singer and songwriter,
born Robert Byrd in Texas, as this comprehensive collection
illustrates.
This goes farther and deeper in its 32 tracks than any previous
Bobby Day compilation, so hats off to compiler Roger Dopson
for his sterling work.
The first ten tracks, uniformly excellent, date from Bobby’s prehit days, and are prime slices of uptempo jump blues and doowop that should have given The Midnighters and the Five
Royales a run for their money with tracks like Ride Helen Ride
and Cold Chills, back in the day.
These were recorded for a variety of minor labels, under a series of names and rotating personnel,
but always included Bobby. So, if you see something by The Flames, The Sounds, The Crescendos,
or The Original Turks, you’re listing to our man.
Then there are the hits, including Bobby’s stint with the Hollywood Flames and Buzz Buzz Buzz, but
the quality continued way beyond the big sellers.
Three Young Rebs from Georgia, widely bootlegged in the seventies, is untypical but interesting,
and Gotta New Girl obviously inspired Roddy Jackson’s near sound-a-like.
Bobby Day appeared only once in the UK, in Birmingham, on the same day Bobby “Blue” Bland was
appearing in London. I made the wrong choice.
John Howard
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The theme of this 28-track offering is novelty records, and
compiler Little Victor aka DJ Mojo Man, has dug deep into the
R&B vaults to discover some decidedly offbeat cuts.
Artists involved include Pig Meat Markham, Bo Diddley and Dr
Horse, who might be expected to deliver numbers that result in
a wry smile, like Your Wires Have Been Tapped, Say Man, and
Jack, That Cat Was Clean, respectively.
But who would anticipate Sonny Boy Williamson, with The Goat,
ex-Drifter Bobby Hendricks with Psycho, and Bobby Freeman
with Sinbad?
Nice to see Stan Freberg getting some recognition with his
hilarious mickey-take of The Chords’ Sh’Boom.
John Howard

Black Patti are a German duo, Peter Crow on vocals, guitar and
harmonica, and Ferdinand “Jelly Roll” Kraemer on vocals, guitar
and mandolin who specialise in pre-war boogie, blues and
spirituals, and, oh boy, do they sound authentic.
But apart from their excellent harmonising on this relaxing 11tracker, there’s another reason this might turn out to be a future
collectable. The sleeve was designed for them by famed US
cartoonist and old timey music fan Robert Crumb.
The focus here is on spirituals, with source material from Skip
James, Blind Gary Davis and Hank Williams, with arrangements
by the duo. Titles include not one but two songs entitled I Saw
the Light, Get On The Road Of Glory and God Don’t Like It.
Just one listen puts you in the mood to visit chapel, but sadly you won’t hear music like this.
John Howard

Yet another superb 28-tracker selection from compiler Mark
Armstrong mining one of the most productive US regions for
fifties Rock’n’Roll.
Big names here include Smiley Lewis, Roy Brown, Richard
Berry and Huey “Piano” Smith, but often it’s not the most familiar
tracks that are chosen, which means you can buy with
confidence even if you have a comprehensive collection of
Crescent City recordings.
But it’s the lesser-known offerings that are the real eye opener.
How can I have spent the last sixty years unaware of Jay
Nelson’s Raise Some San, from the Hollywood label? It’s an
absolute storming rocker that deserves a place in the top ten Rock’n’Roll records of all time.
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Then there’s the bluesier, but no less rocking, offerings from Lonesome Sundown, Lazy Lester and
Guitar Gable that emerged on the Excello label to add variety.
Truly, a must-have recording with no dilution of quality despite this being Volume 15.
John Howard

The life and career of Memphis-based singer and songwriter
was a real-life tragedy. His original version of the ballad Tragedy
was a bigger hit in the hands of The Fleetwoods, Elvis Presley
reaped the rewards of Girl Next Door (Went A-Walking) on the
LP Elvis is Back, and Troy Shondell had the hit with This Time
two years after Wayne recorded it.
Then he died at just 31 in a head-on car crash.
Just 19 tracks cover his recorded career, every number
produced by Elvis’ guitarist Scotty Moore, and all are included
here. Wisely, the compilation opens with You’re The One That
Done It, probably his best rocker, and continues the mix of
ballads and more uptempo material that showcase his more
than adequate singing voice.
Wayne, real surname Perkins, was near-royalty in Memphis, as the brother of Johnny Cash’s
guitarist Luther Perkins, and a cousin of Carl.
Roger Dopson’s comprehensive sleeve-notes, and bonus tracks from Elvis, The Fleetwoods and
Troy Shondell add up to an attractive package.
John Howard

Detective Roger Dopson put on his deerstalker to trace the
originals of 33 tracks which you may not have believed were the
originals at all. Well, for the most part.
Covering the forties to the sixties, Roger discovered hits that
missed until they were in others’ hands, and a fascinating listen
it provides.
Who would have known that Brook Benton’s timeless Endlessly
had been first cut by Johnnie Ray before the writer decided he
could do better, and did? Or that Del Shannon had first dibs on
His Latest Flame before Elvis got it?
Of course, if you are totally unknown like Chase Webster, Billy
Brown or Eddie Miller, it stands to reason that if Pat Boone, Jim
Reeves and Engelbert Humperdinck got hold of, say, Moody River, He’ll Have To Go or Release
Me, their golden tonsils would result in gold records, leaving the originals in the dust.
Not all the originals are the best versions. Sonny West must have known Buddy Holly did a better
job with his song Rave On, David Hill must have kicked himself when Elvis took his I’m All Shook
Up, polished it up and sold a million, and Anita Carter would concede brother-in-law Johnny Cash
improved on Ring of Fire.
And the reverse is true.
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Cliff Richard and the Shadows did a better job, on I Gotta Know before Elvis, Wilbert Harrison
defined Let’s Stick Together, and Don Covay did not need Chubby Checker’s help to score a hit
with his self-penned Pony Time.
As always, excellent sleeve-notes, imaginative packaging and a recommended buy.
John Howard

Twenty-five Black Woman Singer, Movers and Shakers, is the
sub-title of the latest in this excellent selection of R’n’R rockers,
jump blues and proto-soul from 1950 to the mid-sixties.
Names you recognise like Fontella Bass, Lulu Reed, and Shirley
Gunter sit side by side with lesser-knowns like Nellie Rutherford,
Jay Duvalle and Ada Ray. They all have a few things in
common, but for potential buyers of this compilation just one
thing is important – they all rock like the clappers.
A great opening track is Dee Dee Warwick’s original cut of Clint
Ballard’s You’re No Good before Betty Everett swiped it, but
chasing down the originals is not part of the plot here, because
the Capitol label cut of the Brook Benton composed A Rockin’ Good Way by Odessa Harris, included
here, was three years later than Priscilla Bowman’s debut of the song.
Priscilla is included, though, and her Sugar Daddy on Falcon label from 1958 is present, and
powerful. Labels involved include Aladdin, Okeh, King and RPM, not to mention Motown, from 1960,
represented by Sherry Taylor with Oh Lover, a rocker penned by Berry Gordy and chums.
My personal favourite is Baby Washington’s Money’s Funny, simply superb, track 3, play it first.
John Howard

Johnny Ace, real name John Alexander, is remembered for two
things. The first is his seminal recording of Pledging My Love,
covered by dozens of artists over the years, not least Elvis
Presley. The second, and sadder, reason he is remembered is
the fact he shot himself playing Russian roulette with a revolver
backstage at a show in Texas.
But in three short years he fronted, and took part in, around 50
recordings alongside what were to become some of the biggest
names in rhythm’n’blues, among them BB King, Bobby “Blue”
Bland and Junior Parker.
He was recruited to the Beale Streeters, a cohort of like-minded
Memphis musicians in 1951 to play piano. His talents as a
singer were discovered by chance when Bobby Bland had
troubles with the vocals on a number entitled My Song and Johnny took over.
That is the track that opens this 51-track compilation, and it set the template for most of his
recordings. He was a blues ballad singer, described at the time as Johnny Mathis with soul.
Tracks like Cross My Heart, Angel, Aces Wild and Saving My Love For You are an ideal
accompaniment to a relaxed night in with a bottle of wine and candles, perhaps.
It’s on the second CD in this collection that he lets loose on piano on recordings that bore the name
of the lead vocalist, be it BB, or Bobby or Earl Forest, and Johnny provided a solid base on keys.
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The compilation includes a number of tribute songs that were cut after his passing by some of his
blues contemporaries.
John Howard

This estimable collection put together by Little Victor reaches
volume 10 with another 28 tracks of storming black Rock’n’Roll,
much of it undeservedly overlooked.
The known names include The Cadillacs, Junior Wells, The
Clovers and Ray Sharpe, but who remembers Chuck Flamingo,
Henry and Marnie or Al Brown and His Tunetoppers? If you
don’t, then there’s every reason to snap up this collection.
One of the first forty-fives I bought was the Bill Justis original of
the instrumental Raunchy, but hearing Ernie Freeman’s cover
for the first time in fifty years, I may have erred.
Lester Robinson’s Oh Babe should be a standard, and The
Cadillacs’ Holy Smoke Baby challenges Please Mr Johnson as their best recording.
I have always loved The Jive Five’s When I Was Single, the B side of My True Story, for its highly
amusing lyrics, while Big Al Downing, Sonny Knight, and Big Boy Myles are among acts who put in
an appearance to suggest they deserved better when their rattle shakin’ rockers were released.
John Howard

A challenging selection of instrumental-only Rock’n’Roll which
manages to mix obscure originals with cover versions of some
of the bigger titles in the pantheon of non-vocal fifties dance
tracks.
So we have the originals like Larry Collins and Joe Maphis on
Joe’s original The Rockin’ Gypsy, Bob Haggart and Ray
Bauduc’s on the much covered Big Noise from Winetka, and
Noble “Thin Man” Watts on his self-penned The Beaver.
But moving down the titles on this good value 30 tracker, we
have a cover of Booker T. and the MGs Green Onions by the
Dave Grundy Combo, Lonnie Mack’s Wham! performed by
Rene and his Alligators, and The Champs’ The Whip played by The Originals.
Obviously, a lot of thought has gone into this and it proves an interesting experiment, and much
good listening for instro fans. Special mentions to Jet Harris with his superb Man With The Golden
Arm, The Fleerekkers Green Jeans, and Ike Turner’s The Groove.
John Howard

With a title like that, you know what to expect, but don’t anticipate oft-used re-treads on this fine
collection put together by bluesologist Neil Slaven and annotated by Bob Fisher.
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This was the music of the Juke Joints, and although some
bigger names like Sleepy John Estes, Earl Hooker and Jimmy
Rogers went on to later recognition, this danceable selection
features mainly unknowns who had their 15 minutes of fame on
a Juke Joint jukebox in the mid-fifties.
The title track comes courtesy of Left Hand Charlie, and those
of whom you may not have heard include Big Charley Bradix,
Pinetop Slim and Little Sam Davis, although all their minor label
offerings are well up to scratch.
Everything here was aimed at the dance floor but the stand-out
cut for me is Eddie Hope’s A Fool No More, a Marlin label
recording that dominated an episode of the TV series Suits
when Meghan Markle was just a bit player.
John Howard

Although I’d seen the name from Peacock 45s on record lists,
Reverend Robert Ballinger was a great mystery to me. Aside
from the Little Richard post-Specialty numbers and the pre-fame
Sam Cooke, I’d indeed not listened to a great deal of gospel.
So, I was pleasantly surprised what a joy this double CD was
when it came through the door recently.
Rev Ballinger’s style is all out roof-shaking; not a ballad in sight;
recorded with his piano and voice being backed by bass and
drums. Lots of call and response on offer in a fervour I’m most
familiar with in an RnB capacity. Rev Ballinger’s left hand could
(and should) have graced many a secular RnB session too, but
his love of the Lord stopped him doing anything as crass.
All the numbers come from sessions from 1955 until his untimely death in 1964. Starting off at Chess
in ’55 with a great version of Sister Rosetta Tharpe’s ‘This Train’. The great Willie Dixon is walking
the strings on this as he would later that year on Little Walter’s rewrite ‘My Babe’. Peacock became
his home in the early ‘60s and it was there he cut great numbers like ‘The Little Black Train’ and
‘Swing Down Sweet Chariot’. He was obviously a steady seller as Peacock put out a bunch of 45s
and a couple of long-players.
Despite being an active minister and having a record contract, no photographs have yet been
discovered of him; attempts to find out more information died along with his only son a few years
ago. I think this double CD from Bear Family goes as far as it is possible to redress the balance of
a certain neglect in his corner.
John Spencely

There’s nothing like a depressant to really cheer you up! Bear Family continue their ‘Destination’
series with this wonderful new CD representing the lonelier side of Rock’n’Roll. Many, if not most,
have the word ‘Lonely’ in their title; the others represent the lonelier side of life.
So, what are the highlights? Well, lots to be honest with you – Gene Vincent’s version of ‘Lonely
Street’, from his ’66 Challenge sessions, leads off the set and reminds you just how good he was
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after his Capitol tenure. Talking about his Capitol cuts, Gene’s ‘The Night Is So Lonely’ from 8 years
earlier appears too.
Don French’s ode to a dateless evening, ‘Lonely Saturday Night’
was John Peel’s favourite song, according to his wife, rather
than ‘Teenage Kicks’; it’s also one of my favourites too since I
first heard it in my teens. Jackie Wilson is oh so cool on ‘Lonely
Life’ from ’62, while Ernie Chaffin’s ‘Lonesome For My Baby’ is
one of the classic country tracks from the Sun label.
It’s often said that it was James Burton’s guitar that made the
Ricky Nelson 45s so great – and while I wouldn’t disagree with
a huge contribution, Ricky’s close up mic’d ‘Lonesome Town’
shows just how good a singer Ricky really was.
There’s lots more to pick from too – Melvin Endsley’s ‘I Wish I
knew’, from his time at Hickory, is so good - as is Jimmy
Newman’s ‘You’re Making a Fool Out Of Me’. I’m not sure if the
latter has ever been released on CD before, despite being a Country Top 10 in ’58. Add some Dale
Hawkins, Buster Brown and Sanford Clark to the mix and you have a heck of a CD.
John Spencely

Well, these two new CDs are a complete joy. With a combined
63 tracks they represent both the uptempo and ballads that
Clyde McPhatter excelled at. Covering his Atlantic, MGM and
Mercury periods they serve as a much extended ‘Best of’ with
lots of lesser-known numbers of equal quality.
The Atlantic recordings are in a class of their own – from his
time with the Drifters and his solo career following his discharge
from the US Army in mid ’55. Songs like ‘Money Honey’,
‘Treasure of Love’, ‘A Lover’s Question’ and ‘Whatcha Gonna
Do’ are all classics of their time and sound wonderful to this day.
My favourites, ‘Let The Boogie Woogie Roll’ and ‘Deep Sea Ball’
that came out belatedly in 1960, fairly jump out of the speakers
and show the depth of the recordings that Atlantic had in the
can. Indeed, when the Atlantic unissued tracks were released
in late ’59 and ‘60 to compete with the new 45s generated from
his move to MGM, they charted much higher.
It’s fair to say that Clyde’s tenure at MGM wasn’t particularly
spectacular. Only ‘Twice as Nice’ and a couple of others make
the Bear Family cut. Much more successful was his move to
Mercury where Clyde got his second musical wind. Twinned
with Clyde Otis and then the young producer Jerry Kennedy
(prior to his success with both Roger Miller and Jerry Lee Lewis)
he hit big with his cover of Thurston Harris’ ‘Little Bitty Pretty
One’, ‘Ta Ta’ and Billy Swan’s ‘Lover Please’. Mercury spared no expense and gave Clyde great
backing and strong songs.
The booklets that accompany the CDs have liner notes by Bill Dahl and include the usual details
that competing companies don’t bother with. There’s also loads of photographs, a few of which are
new to these eyes. Wonderful!
John Spencely
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Well, this is a welcome release and the strongest That’ll Flat Git
It for a little while. Bob Tanner’s TNT (Tanner ‘N’ Texas) label
was a mainstay in San Antonio from late ’53 and, to a large
extent, the only gig in town. Mostly known for the Jimmie Dee
and Ray Campi releases, it was home to lots of excitable
teenagers trying to be the next big thing and reconstructed
hillbillies trying to get hip to the new style of music. The quality
of releases on the label were stupendous and these kids and
unfashionable hillbillies cut some amazing slices of Rock’n’Roll.
So, what is there to recommend? Well, frankly 95% of it. The
late Ray Campi, who helped with the putting together of the CD,
sounds as fresh as ever on both ‘Catapillar’ and ‘Play it Cool’ the stripped down sound and Ray’s finishing vocal cymbal crash still sounds great to this day. Led
by a young, and presumably already wild, Roy Head, the Traits cut some classy tracks for the label
– three of their tracks including ‘Live It Up’ and ‘One More Time’ grace the collection. One of my
favourite rocking bands, Jimmy Dee and the Offbeats, have all six sides that were recorded in ’58
and ’59. Most people will know the first two A sides ‘Henrietta’ and ‘You’re Late Miss Kate’, through
them being leased on Dot; this collection includes the equally great flips and the non-leased final
coupling of ‘I Feel Like Rockin’ and ‘Rock-Tick-Tock’.
Both Dottie Jones and Cecil Moore had previously recorded at Sarg records, which was about 60
miles out of San Antonio, Dottie’s ‘Honey Honey’ moves along great while the couple from Moore
are very much in the tradition of his chugging Sarg 45s. Dan Virva’s ‘Duck Tail Cat’ is a primitive
rockabilly sound and very enjoyable, as is Jerry Dove’s ‘Pink Bow Tie’.
A great CD – file under essential if you love Rock’n’Roll.
John Spencely

Overshadowed by his younger brother Link, Vernon Wray aka
Ray Vernon, aka Lucky Wray gets a well-deserved release by
Bear Family. Older than Link by 5 years, Ray had a long and
varied career as a singer and producer from the mid ‘50s
onwards.
His first release on the Starday custom label ‘Teenage Cutie’
dates from January ’56 and is great rockabilly. With brother Link
pushing the lower strings hard on the guitar, it fairly gallops
along. After that he moved to the Cameo label that was flying
high on the back of the Charlie Gracie hits. Marketed very much
as a teen idol (though pushing 35) they released the charming
‘Evil Angel’ which gained some traction but failed to have the
luck to chart. Following that, the contrasting ‘I’m Countin’ On You’, rocks along magnificently. The
Cameo sessions also brought about the recording of ‘Rumble’. While not included here (but on its
sister recent release ‘Link Wray Rocks: BCD:17600) it wasn’t released and they let Ray buy the
master for a measly $57!
Moving to Liberty in late ’59 he cut the very pop orientated, but very catchy, ‘Sugar Plum’. The early
‘60s brought a harder edge to recordings on Scottie and Rumble, but by now Ray had bought a
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small studio in DC, where he turned his hand to production. He leased the bopping ‘Boo Hoo’ by
Marvin Rainwater to Warwick records – the band being effectively Ray and his brothers Link and
Doug. Possibly his greatest success as a producer are the three torrid recordings by Bunker Hill.
Starting with the hit ‘Hide and Seek’, Ray created a party atmosphere in the studio, akin to the sound
‘US’ Bonds was getting – though the vocals were much harder edged. Following that with ‘Red
Ridin’ Hood and the Wolf’ and ‘The Girl Can’t Dance’ he helped create some of the hardest rocking
RnB of the early 60s - again all backed by Link and the Wray brothers.
This is a hugely eclectic CD, and all the better for it. By combining Ray’s 45s and a great selection
of his productions, you get a wonderful collection of American styles from ’56 to ’65… all under the
Wray umbrella.
John Spencely

























‘STARS OF SIX-FIVE SPECIAL AT THE 2i's’
Empire Theatre, Sheffield, 28th. April, 1958
John Firminger recalls when Rock'n'Roll first came to Sheffield
One of the first so-called ‘Rock’n’Roll packages’ to play in Sheffield was at the Empire Theatre and
was the very first pop concert I went to along with some of my school pals. Seating-wise, we were
only able to afford the cheap seats up in the Gallery or ‘Gods’ as they were affectionately known
and I recall, the rows of seats were quite steep and it was a long way down!
Referring to the show’s title, it featured some of Britain’s rising
stars who we’d seen on the ground-breaking television show
‘Six-Five Special’. It also related to the famous Soho Coffee
Bar The 2i's, where a number of young performers were
discovered.
Still in the early days of British Rock’n’Roll, promoters were
attempting cash-in by simply putting acts who invariably
resembled the trend together and sending them out on what
was still the variety theatre circuit, as this one was.
Opening up the proceedings were Tony Crombie and His
Rockets to perform some of the songs they had out on record
like “Seaside Rock”, “Let’s You & I Rock” and “Rockin’ Roller
Coaster”. Crombie was a jazz drummer who’d obviously seen
the oncoming Rock’n’Roll trend and got on board. However,
the music he and his combo made was a feeble attempt at
copying Bill Haley & His Comets and was more ‘swing’ than ‘rock’. Amongst the tartan jacketed
ensemble, the bass-player was noticeably playing a large Framus electric bass, still a rarity at the
time. His name was Terry Harris who would later enjoy more fame and fortune as Jet.
Next on the bill were the Most Brothers, two young lads who’d previously served coffees down at
the famous Soho hang-out, the 2i’s Coffee Bar on Old Compton Street. In reality they weren’t
brothers at all and were Alex Wharton and Michael Hayes. As the Most Brothers they’d been
snapped up by Decca Records and competed with Marvin Rainwater with their version of “Whole
Lotta Woman”, but to no avail. On stage at the Empire with their matching outfits and guitars, they
were mildly entertaining as a duo, singing into one microphone. Not long after Alex Wharton became
solo performer Alex Murray and recorded his version of "Teen Angel". Mike Hayes went on to
greater things when he became pop music mogul Mickey Most.
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Someone who did find them entertaining was Empire usherette Audrey
Middleton from the Page Hall district of Sheffield. Apparently, she'd taken a
fancy to good looking Alex Wharton, despite her only being married a month
to soldier Alan Bradshaw. So enamoured with Wharton, she ran away to
London to be with him and later made an attempt at being a pop star herself.
Under the auspices of pop impresario Larry Parnes, she made a record by the
name of Lady Lee. A few years later she became the partner of Billy Fury and
eventually Mrs. Kenny Everett.
Returning to the Empire show and next on the bill was Britain’s original Rock'n'Roll wild man, Wee
Willie Harris (Charlie Harris). Complete with pink hair (a wig) and his name emblazoned on the back
of his drape-jacket, Willie ran round the stage growling and shouting, as opposed to singing songs
from his own modest catalogue including “Love Bug Crawl”, “Smack Dab In The Middle” and his
signature number “Rockin’ At The 2i’s”. Totally contrived, Willie’s performance was maybe an
attempt to capture some of the Rock'n'Roll excitement of wild men like Little Richard and Jerry Lee
Lewis, but in comparison, he was came across more of a comedy act.
Jimmy Jackson had emerged during the skiffle boom and was included on the ‘Six-Five Special’
Soundtrack album performing the swingin’ “Six Five Jive”.
More in keeping with Rock'n'Roll was the show’s headline act, singer Terry Dene (real name Terry
Williams), who enjoyed some success with his cover of Marty Robbins’ “A White Sports Coat” and
other hits included “Stairway Of Love” and “C’min And Be Loved”. Possessing a neo-Presley singing
style, he also had all the right ingredients visually. Backed by his band The Dene-Agers who
included future Shadow, the late Brian ‘Liquorice’ Locking. "That's where my career took off, it was
the second week of a big tour, we'd just played Glasgow Empire before we went to Sheffield."
Unfortunately, Terry walked off in the middle of his act, leaving the band to carry on without him.
Apparently, he’d had an anxiety attack which would subsequently lead to his further problems when
he was called up into the Army and the slowing down of a promising career.
Sadly, it was just over a year later when the Empire closed its doors and became a part of Sheffield’s
history. Thankfully, it had provided me and other Sheffield teenagers with our first live Rock'n'Roll
experience… of sorts.
John Firminger

TFTW continues to revisit previous articles that may (or may not) have a current relevance.
However, we now move to someone else’s magazine.
Not Fade Away, apart from being a revered song by Buddy Holly and the Crickets, covered by the
Rolling Stones several years later, it was in homage to the former that Neil Foster set up one of the
very first UK magazines, dedicated to the preservation and respect of vintage Rock’n’Roll. Published
in the latter half of the seventies through to the very early eighties, it contained many ground
breaking and indeed rare interviews.
Neil Foster, as many will know, has been a regular contributor to Tales From The Woods since
our earliest days, and we are deeply proud that Neil has allowed us to republish many of these
classic interviews now and in forthcoming issues. Thank you Neil. Keith Woods.
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The Jim Myers Interview
by Chris Gardner 28/8/1979
Jim Myers - born October 26 1919; died May 9 2001. Published in issue 16 1980.
A few months ago, President Records issued an instrumental
version of Rock Around the Clock on a 7" single (PT 476). Nothing
remarkable about that, you may be thinking: after all, the song has
already made 400 disc and 30 film appearances, and its overall sale
of 100,000,000 copies is exceeded by only one other song, Irving
Berlin's seasonally popular White Christmas. There is also
apparently nothing remarkable in the fact that the artist is shown as
James E. Myers, except that many will probably wonder, 'Who is
James E. Myers, anyway?' Well, under the pseudonym Jimmy
DeKnight, he wrote the song and, as is not commonly known, supervised its recording by Bill Haley
back in April 1954. He is the archetypal 'unsung hero'.
When the history books do mention him, they usually get his name wrong (his local newspaper is
not guiltless in this respect!), and sometimes they forget him altogether. This was an expensive
mistake for the twenty or so publishers, writers and record companies a few years back who nearly
found themselves in court for wrongly attributing the composition of Rock Around the Clock to one
Bill Haley. Jim was tired of the history books 'getting it all wrong', and without wishing to be vindictive,
he wished to set the record straight and restore his name and
reputation.
When he visited England recently, his presence was largely
ignored by the national press and media, although you may have
caught him on Capital Radio or in the Daily Express. More fool
those who ignored him, for Jim is a walking history book, and his
story is well worth reading; the second volume of his autobiography
is on its way. It will be called, not surprisingly, Rock Around the
Clock and is recommended to all readers of this magazine.
Meanwhile, we are proud to carry an exclusive interview and are
extremely grateful to Jim for giving so freely of his valuable time.
Our conversation was not taped; it lasted several hours spread
over two days, and what follows is an all-too-brief look at the varied
career of a man without whom there would have been no
Rock’n’Roll as we know it.
GOOD SHAPE
Tanned from a visit to the Cannes Film Festival, Jim is 53 years old and in
good shape. He began by telling me about his Karate Black Belt, as if to put
me in my place, but he is friendly and relaxed and talks with a cultured
Philadelphian accent. He has been used as a stunt man in many of his 350odd film appearances, and as a battlefield-commissioned officer in the U.S.
Army he is an expert on U.S., British and Japanese small arms, and has
been armaments adviser to many features.
Films and TV are Jim's main source of work now since bleeding ulcers forced
him out of music about twelve years ago, when he sold his lucrative
publishing business to Ed Kassner, who now controls the catalogue which
contains such classics as ABC Boogie, Giddy Up a Ding Dong and Rock-aBeatin’ Boogie. The most recent opportunity to see Myers on the big screen
was in The China Syndrome which opened here in August. He played the
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part of a Construction Foreman, and was also to be seen in the new King Kong (but not in the lead!),
and on TV in The Bionic Woman and The Rockford Files.
'Blink and you miss me!' he says, but his 50-or-so character parts a season gross him $15.000$20,000 a year, as he told 'Today' magazine. He admits it is unlikely that he will land a big starring
role, but lives in hope; naturally his own scripts provide for a co-starring part, so maybe his best
chance rests with the possibility that one of the T.V. networks will pick up one of his scripts. He has
also worked as a director of documentaries, and produced, directed and edited the Philadelphia
T.V. feature The Block. When not working in films he is able to indulge his leisure interests; he likes
travelling and following the sun! Cannes is a regular date.
OWN BAND
Jim was born in 1919, the son of James J. Myers,
a sheet metal worker and drummer. Young Jim
took up the drums himself at the age of two, and
was playing in a marching band at seven. He
formed his own band, 'Jimmy Myers and the
Truckadeers' while still at High School in 1939.
'Trucking', like all dance crazes was short-lived,
and in 1940, the band found a more permanent
name in 'Jimmy DeKnight and his Knights of
Rhythm', a search of national telephone
directories revealing that while there were plenty
of 'Knights' there were no 'DeKnights'. He
designed the band's emblem himself, a Knight in
armour riding a musical note.
A twenty-two-piece big band which Jim led from
the drums (something of a rarity in those days),
the Knights based their repertoire on the hits by
the well-known swing bands such as Tommy
Dorsey's, Benny Goodman's, or Woody
Herman's. As a professional outfit, the Knights
later appeared on Apt, Peak and Bandbox labels,
but in the meantime, the War interrupted Jim's
musical career and he found himself serving in
the South Pacific with the 32nd Infantry Division.
Jim served with great distinction in the War, eventually receiving a Commission, along with four
Purple Hearts, the Bronze Star and 12 other medals. During these years he was able to satisfy his
taste for enormous 'Philly' cigars (a Myers trademark to this day) by indulging in a little trading of
captured enemy guns. 'Myers. I wouldn't be able to recognise you if it weren't for those damned
cigars', he was once hailed by his Colonel, who was no doubt a little jealous! His memories of the
war years can be found in the first volume of his auto-biography, Hell is a Foxhole. Come the end
of the War he returned to his native Philadelphia, where he still lives with his 80-year-old mother,
and he was soon back into the swing of the music business.
In 1948, in partnership with Jack Howard, the Cowboy Publisher, Myers set up
Cowboy Records, and one of the first artists to be recorded was Bill Haley, with
his group 'The Four Aces of Western Swing', also, 'The Saddlemen' whom
Myers himself named. Myers had first met Bill a few years earlier when he was
working with Cousin Lee. 'Bill was not a great guitarist; he was not a great
musician, either, but he had a voice.' Myers had spotted the potential and gave
Bill his first break, a commercial record release (Four Leaf Clover Blues/Too
Many Parties And Too Many Pals). In fact, all of Bill's sessions up until Rock
the Joint in 1952 were financed by Myers and leased to other companies
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(Atlantic, Holiday, Center, etc.); he fixed up Bill's first major job, 16 weeks at the Spicket Cafe in
Philadelphia.
On the two tracks leased to Atlantic, Why Do I Cry Over You?/I'm Gonna Dry Every Tear With a
Kiss, Jim is on drums, becoming Bill's original drummer in the process, although it was the only time
he appeared on record with Bill. When Bill's deal with Essex Records was drawing to an end, and
because of dissatisfaction over royalty payments, he came to Jim and asked him to fix up a new
deal. Not one for half measures, Jim went right to the top, to Milt Gabler at Decca. He played him
some demos and had lunch with him in New York. Several days later Myers was able to present
Haley and his business partners Johnny Grande and Billy Williamson with a deal which was almost
unheard of in the record industry at that time. 'When they heard the details, they nearly shit', he told
me.
It provided for Myers, of course; one side of every release was to be a Myers Music Inc. song, and
the obvious first choice was Jim's own Rock Around the Clock, which had been written with Bill in
mind. Milt Gabler supervised the recording of Thirteen Women, an old Rhythm and Blues number
which was to be the 'A' side of the first Decca release, before they recorded Clock.
There has been a myth that Rock Around the Clock was originally
written as a 'Novelty Foxtrot', but this is merely the outmoded
description which appeared on the original Decca label. The song
had in fact been written with Haley's band and their unique brand of
Western Swing in mind. Max Friedman, who co-wrote the lyrics with
Jim, had heard Myers picking out the melody 'with one finger' at the
piano. The original title was to be Dance Around the Clock, but Jim
had a 'gut feeling' that Rock should be there; he also claims to have
had a gut feeling that it would be a smash. Anyway, Dave Miller at
Essex had refused to let Haley record the song, throwing it out of two
recording sessions, saying it would never sell. Jim actually
supervised the recording in the Pythian Temple, and Milt Gabler
apparently sat back and let him take over the Control Room.
However, it was not until Jim sent a copy to the Director of The
Blackboard Jungle that it finally became a hit, and how!
Jim is rightly proud of having written Rock Around the Clock, which now makes more money than
in the fifties, and will provide him with a steady income for the rest of his life. He is an assiduous
collector of all versions of the song and is trying to get a complete list of all 400-odd record issues;
he now has over 150. He is very impressed by a 'disco' version by Direct Current, and also one by
the Sex Pistols, the latter for its success rather than aesthetically! His favourite version? 'Well. it's
got to be Bill Haley's.'
One of his latest songs has just been recorded by Willis Meyers for Rex Zario's Arzee label. It is
called Headin’ For Armageddon, and he hopes that Jane Fonda will record it: he feels she will
respond to its dire warning of a nuclear holocaust, and it ties in with her latest film The China
Syndrome. His next release, at the time of writing, will be Teenage Philosopher on Arzee, which is
a double-sided recitation with organ.
What appears above is not the full extent of our conversations. Jim has provided a wealth of material
for the VRRAS book on Bill Haley, which, as a result, will contain much never-before published
information. After years of non-recognition and inaccurate reporting by the Press, we are pleased
to have the opportunity to set the record straight for the future, and to accord James E. Myers his
rightful place in the annals of Rock'n'Roll. Thank you, Jim.
Postscript:
Arzee Records have just released an extended play recording by Bill Haley singing 'Why Do I Cry
Over You' and 'Ten Gallon Stetson' b/w Shorty Long singing 'This World of Mine' and 'Much Older
and Wiser'. All four songs written by James E. Myers (Jimmy De Knight).
Reproduced with the kind permission of Neil Foster
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The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
Hi gang, just a few hours from our deadline today, on a beautiful warm and sunny
Whitsun bank holiday, Preparing a few lines for our Buzz column. Certainly a
little more to buzz about than for well over a year, with smaller venues preparing
to reopen at the end of next month, a few theatres having already done so.
Tales From The Woods are excited about getting our social activities off the ground, meeting up,
drinking and eating after what seems like an eternity, revisiting our old familiar haunts in and around
the capital. For those who live far too far from ole’ London town, as already explained in my page 3
column, TFTW live music is raring to go too, can’t wait to see you all again, both those that live far
and wide or simply just around the corner.
Alan Lloyd has been performing a task way beyond the call of duty keeping us entertained on a
daily basis since the first days of lockdown with diverse interesting music videos on our YouTube
channel. I’m sure the TFTW Web and Facebook Master will be duly celebrated in person when we
all meet again soon.
Time now to hand over to Dave “Jazz Junction” Carroll for another of his highly regarded gig-guides,
a “Time Out” bible for so many of our readers. See you soon gang.

The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
June 2021
29
Tuesday
The Isley Brothers
Feature original member Ronald Isley (1954) and Ernie Isley (1973).
Hammersmith Apollo £52.25 to £75.25 + fees
July 2021
2
Friday
Horace Andy
Reggae singer and songwriter who hit big with Skylarking In the early 21970s.
Jazz Café
£25 + fees
17
Saturday
Si Cranstoun
Expect dance-flavoured entertainment, likely to include swing, rock ‘n’ roll, rhythm & blues, soul and ska.
Under The Bridge
£19 + fees
25
Sunday
Christopher Ellis
Son of the great Alton Ellis carrying on his father’s legacy.
Jazz Café
£15 + fees
25
Sunday
George Thorogood & The Destroyers
Boogie-blues with the emphasis on rock, it has been said.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
£52.35 - £61.96 + fees
30
Friday
Janet Kay & Carroll Thompson
Two queens of the English phenomenon Lovers’ Rock for the price of one.
Under The Bridge
£25 + fees
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August 2021
12
Thursday
Geno Washington & The Yo Yos
A nostalgia-fest for fans of the man who first hit UK stages in the 1960s.
The Eel Pie Club at the Cabbage Patch, Twickenham
£14+ fees
www.americanmusicmagazine.com

27 - 28 Friday - Saturday
Roy Ayers
One of the stars of jazz funk., soul jazz etc, still going strong at 80.
Jazz Café
£30 - £35 + fees
September 2021
1
Wednesday
The Drifters
A franchise that is still going strong after sixty-plus years.
Fairfield Halls
£31.25 - £45.50 + fees
7
Tuesday
Howard Hewett
Lead singer of Shalamar and a solo artist in his own right.
Jazz Café
£25 + fees
18
Saturday
A Night Of Boogie-Woogie
The pianists guaranteed to impress are Axel Zwingenberger, Luca Sestack,
Lluís Coloma and Ben Waters.
Cadogan Hall
£18 - £40 + fees

American Music Magazine is
published
by
the
Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club, a non-profit
organisation devoted to the 1950s
Rock'n'Roll music and our intention
is to document, as far as possible,
the early years of rock-a-billy,
Rock'n'Roll and its related artforms.
The text of the magazine is in
Swedish and English. Each issue is
full of original photographs and
discographies.
Editorial Board: Bo Berglind, Kent
Heineman, Ken Major, Erik
Petersson, Dominique Anglares,
Alexander Petrauskas.
See website for subscription
rates and back issues.

20
Monday
Martha Wainwright
Folk royalty. Father is Loudon Wainwright III, mother Kate McGarrigle, brother Rufus Wainwright, and
half-sister is Lucy Wainwright Roche.
Union Chapel
£39.50 + fees
26
Sunday
Will Downing
Rescheduled gig for “The Prince of sophisticated soul”.
Jazz Café
£27.50 + fees

http://www.ukrock.net/

October 2021
24 - 25 Sunday - Monday
Jarrod Lawson
The “Blue-eyed soul boy of jazz” belatedly (thanks to
COVID) promoting his second album.
Jazz Café
£20 + fees
29
Friday
Nick Lowe
A new date added after selling out on the 3rd, 4th and 5th of the month.
Nell’s Jazz & Blues £45 + fees
November 2021
6 & 7 Saturday & Sunday The Black Pumas
Rising duo mixing psychedelic soul with Latin hip-hop influences. Sat – rescheduled date. Sun – new booking.
The Roundhouse
£28.50 + fees
16 - 18 Tuesday - Thursday The Blues Chronicles
20 short films and 20 live performances re-creating a century of rhythm ‘n’ blues
Bush Hall
£25 + fees Unreserved seating
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

'Tales From The Woods'
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to keithwoods25@hotmail.com
All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £30 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods
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